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Abstract

The process of digitalisation of the electricity supply chain and introduction of
the smart grid as a concept that will facilitate inclusion of renewable energy
resources and electrical vehicles into the existing power grid, led to a significant
increase of data generation and information exchange between stakeholders. Each
stakeholder or entity in the electricity domain can use a different approach to
model data which poses a challenge for data interoperability between them. Some
business use cases and applications require data from different sources at various
locations, making this problem even more difficult.
This master thesis addresses the described problem by investigating semantic
modelling of electricity data and storing this data in graph databases for further
fast and reliable information retrieval. The Common Information Model (CIM)
enables semantic interoperability of electricity data related to different process
and time scales from real-time to long-term planning (e.g. grid models, measurements, market data etc). Originating from the classification of electricity data,
CIM ontology for semantic data modelling is overviewed in this thesis. Since
Resource Description Framework (RDF) represents the efficient mean of data
serialization on Semantic Web and currently big electricity data is commonly serialized in this format, an effort is given to deep understanding of RDF. In the
next step, this thesis investigates methodology for storing data serialized as an
RDF/XML file into a graph database as well as approaches for data retrieval from
databases requested by other business processes. In order to enable combining
electricity data with other data available at Semantic Web (e.g. weather data,
Google maps etc), the work presented in this thesis will leverage semantic query
languages for electricity data retrieval from database. In the scope of the practical work of this thesis, distribution grid models in RDF format will be deployed
v
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Abstract

in two graph databases with different designs (Neo4j and GraphDB) and their
performances with standard KPIs (key performance indicators) for databases will
be compared.
The master thesis contributes to the overall investigation of semantic data
modelling and data interoperability in the electricity domain, as a crucial component for wider deployment of smart grid technologies in the future.

Key words: CIM, smart grid, big data, Internet of Things (IoT), ICT, interoperability, graph database, RDF

Povzetek

Postopek digitalizacije dobavne verige z električno energijo in uvedba pametnega
omrežja kot koncepta, ki bo olajšal vključitev obnovljivih virov energije in električnih vozil v obstoječe elektroenergetsko omrežje, je privedla do znatnega
povečanja podatkov in izmenjave informacij med deležniki. Vsaka zainteresirana
stran ali subjekt na področju električne energije lahko z različnim pristopom oblikuje podatke, kar predstavlja izziv za njihovo interoperabilnost. Nekateri primeri
poslovne uporabe in aplikacije zahtevajo podatke iz različnih virov na različnih
lokacijah, kar dodatno povzroča težave.
Magistrsko delo obravnava ta problem s preučevanjem semantičnega modeliranja podatkov o električni energiji in shranjevanjem teh podatkov v grafne podatkovne baze za nadaljnje hitro in zanesljivo iskanje informacij. Skupni informacijski model (CIM) omogoča semantično interoperabilnost podatkov o električni
energiji, ki se nanašajo na različne procesne in časovne lestvice od realnega časa do
dolgoročnega načrtovanja (npr. Mrežni modeli, meritve, tržni podatki itd.). Izhajajoči iz klasifikacije podatkov o električni energiji, CIM ontologija za semantično
modeliranje podatkov je obravnana v tej nalogi. Ker okvir za opis virov (RDF)
predstavlja učinkovito sredstvo za serializacijo podatkov na semantičnem spletu
in so trenutno veliki podatki o električni energiji pogosto serializirani v tej obliki,
si prizadevamo za globlje razumevanje RDF. V naslednjem koraku bomo preučili
metodologijo za shranjevanje podatkov, serializiranih kot datoteka RDF/XML,
v grafno podatkovno bazo ter pristope za iskanje podatkov iz baz podatkov, ki
jih zahtevajo drugi poslovni procesi. Da bi omogočili kombiniranje podatkov o
električni energiji z drugimi podatki, ki so na voljo v semantičnem spletu (npr.
Vremenski podatki, Google Maps itd.), bo delo, predstavljeno v tej nalogi, uporabilo semantične poizvedbene jezike za pridobivanje podatkov o električni energiji
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iz baze podatkov. V okviru praktičnega dela te naloge bodo modeli distribucijskih
mrež v formatu RDF postavljeni v dve grafne baze podatkov z različno zasnovo
(Neo4j in GraphDB) in primerjane bodo njihove zmogljivosti s standardnimi KPI
(ključni kazalniki uspešnosti) za baze podatkov.
Magistrsko delo prispeva k celoviti raziskavi semantičnega modeliranja podatkov in interoperabilnosti podatkov na področju električne energije kot ključne
komponente za širšo uvajanje tehnologij pametnih omrežij v prihodnosti.

Ključne besede: CIM, pametna omrežja, veliki podatki, Internet stvari, IKT,
interoperabilnost, grafne baze podatkov, RDF

Razširjeni povzetek

Postopek digitalizacije oskrbovalne verige z električno energijo in uvedba koncepta pametnega omrežja, ki bo olajšal vključevanje obnovljivih virov energije in
električnih vozil v obstoječe elektroenergetsko omrežje, je privedel do bistvenega
povečanja zbiranja podatkov in izmenjave informacij med deležniki.
Pametna omrežja temeljijo na podatkih, zaradi česar je modeliranje, razumevanje in uporaba podatkov pomembna naloga za pravilno upravljanje omrežja.
Rast števila deležnikov v komunikaciji vodi do rasti količine izmenjanih podatkov.
Vsak deležnik na področju električne energije lahko uporablja drugačen pristop
za modeliranje podatkov, kar predstavlja omejitve za interoperabilnost podatkov.
S problematiko interoperabilnosti podatkov se srečujemo na številnih področjih, kot je na primer semantični splet. Tehnologije za obvladovanje raznolikosti podatkov so na voljo, zato jih moramo pregledati in primerno uporabiti na
področju energetike. Skupne semantične modele, kot temelj za pametna omrežja,
podpira tudi GridWise Architecture Council (GWAC). Semantika je osrednji sloj
sklada GWAC, ki je sestavljen iz osmih slojev (Poglavje 1, Slika 1.1), razvrščenih
v tri skupine:
• Tehnična: Osnovna povezljivost, interoperabilnost omrežja, sintaksična interoperabilnost;
• Informacijska: Semantično razumevanje, poslovni kontekst;
• Organizacijska: Poslovni postopki, poslovni cilji, ekonomska/regulativna
politika.
Če pogledamo podrobneje, četrta plast govori o pomenskem razumevanju in
ix
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nam predstavlja izhodišče za izboljšanje interoperabilnosti podatkov. Semantični
model je strukturiran opis semantike niza informacij, ker so podatki enolično in
natančno opredeljeni, kot tudi njihova povezava z drugimi podatki.
Obstoječe rešitve in tehnologije s področja IKT se uporabljajo za izboljšanje
dela na področju energetike. Izhodiščna ideja, ki jo raziskujem v tej nalogi,
je uporaba modelov in konceptov semantičnega spleta na področju energetike.
Magistrsko delo obravnava prej opisane probleme s preučevanjem semantičnega
modeliranja podatkov o električni energiji.
Podatkovni model, ki se uporablja za opis elektroenergetskega sistema, mora
podpirati semantiko in biti dovolj podroben, da lahko celovito predstavimo kompleksen sistem. Uveljavljen model, ki izpolnjuje vsa merila, je skupni informacijski model (CIM). CIM uvaja semantično interoperabilnost podatkov o električni
energiji in opredeljuje vmesnike, ki omogočajo izmenjavo podatkov med različnimi
aplikacijami.
Z uporabo zelo podrobnih opisov elementov lahko sistem modeliramo tako, da
je zelo podoben pravemu. Podrobni opisi so lahko v pomoč, a tudi v breme, saj
podroben opis prinaša delo z velikimi nabori podatkov. Na primer, za modeliranje
transformatorja z uporabo ontologije CIM potrebujemo 11 razredov, 14 relacij
in približno 40 atributov (Poglavje 2, Slika 2.11). Pri opisovanju električnega
omrežja se zanašamo na CIM, ki pa ni primeren za skupno rabo, izmenjavo in
shranjevanje podatkov.
Izbrani podatkovni model za delo v tej nalogi je RDF (angl. Resource Description Framework), okvir za opis virov, ki predstavlja učinkovito sredstvo za
serializacijo podatkov na semantičnem spletu. Trenutno se RDF pogosto uporablja tudi za serializacijo podatkov o električni energiji. Medtem ko je CIM način
modeliranja elektroenergetskega sistema, je RDF dejanski model.
Da bi lahko modele RDF delili in objavili, jih moramo serializirati v enem od
standardiziranih formatov, kot so na primer RDF/XML, N3, Turtle, N-triples itd.
V primeru uporabe CIM je najprimernejša serializacija s formatom RDF/XML.
Kot del te naloge smo raziskali, kako izvoziti modele RDF/XML v tretje entitete. Ker je RDF v svoji strukturi graf, smo raziskali različne metodologije
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za shranjevanje podatkov v grafno bazo podatkov. Grafne baze podatkov nimajo predpisane sheme, zaradi česar se prilagajajo potrebam izbranega primera
uporabe.
Namen RDF je enolično opisati in povezati informacije. Struktura triplet,
uporabljena v dokumentih RDF, se morda zdi preprosta, vendar je primerna
za predstavitev električnega omrežja (Poglavje 3, Slika 3.1). Vpeljava vozlišč
in relacij, namesto tabel in ključev, je blizu načina povezovanja elementov v
resničnem svetu in v pomoč pri predstavitvi električnega omrežja.
Poleg grafnih baz smo raziskali tudi pristope za pridobivanje podatkov iz
grafnih podatkovnih baz, kot jih zahtevajo drugi poslovni procesi.
Shranjevanje modelov CIM RDF v grafni bazi podatkov je zelo priročno, subjekt, ki zahteva podatke, mora imeti ustrezno pooblastilo za dostop, ki mu
omogoča da pregleduje model in poišče želeno informacijo. RDF ni lahko berljiv
brez predhodnega poznavanja strukture triplet, poleg tega moramo razumeti ontologijo CIM. Vse to zahteva veliko učenja in izobraževanja deležnikov, medtem
ko ti želijo le preprost in hiter dostop do informacij. Z uporabo baz podatkov
in grafičnih uporabniških vmesnikov, ki bodo poizvedovali v ozadju, morajo biti
subjekti pooblaščeni samo za dostop do baze podatkov in zahtevanje informacij,
ki jih potrebujejo, ne da bi podrobno znali CIM ali RDF.
V okviru praktičnega dela smo v dveh grafnih bazah podatkov, Neo4j in
GraphDB, razporedili modele distribucijskih mrež v formatu RDF in primerjali
njihove zmogljivosti s standardnimi ključnimi kazalniki uspešnosti (angl. Key
Performance Indicators - KPI) za baze podatkov. Neo4j je izbran kot predstavnik za grafne baze podatkov z označenim grafom lastnosti kot osnovnim modelom,
medtem ko GraphDB združuje grafne baze in triplestore. Označeni graf lastnosti je bolj kompleksen kot graf RDF, ker izvaja lastnosti za vozlišča in relacije.
Shranjevanje modela RDF v Neo4j je bolj zapleten kot v primeru GraphDB, saj
je na primer, za vsako lastnost vozlišča Neo4j v RDF vozlišče povezano z drugim
vozliščem. Tako moramo v primeru Neo4j za vsako povezavo preveriti ali gre za
povezavo do novega vozlišča ali lastnost vozlišča.
Oba pristopa smo ovrednotili na izbranem primeru, ki temelji na realni topologiji distribucijskega omrežja. Uporabili smo dva nabora podatkov, manjšega
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(Kropa), z 3.110 elementi in večjega (EL) z 5.996.667 elementi. Prvi korak je uvoz
datoteke CIM RDF v vsako bazo podatkov. V primeru GraphDB brez težav uvozimo modele RDF, medtem ko smo v primeru Neo4j delali na dva načina. Najprej
smo uporabili vgrajeni vtičnik neosemantics, nato smo razvili še lastni vtičnik,
ki služi kot ontološki adapter za CIM. Za razvoj adapterja in uvoz RDF smo
uporabili različne knjižnice za Neo4j in RDF, kot da bi bil označen graf lastnosti. Po uspešnem uvozu lahko z ustreznimi poizvedbami pridobimo informacije
o postajah in vodih izbranega primera nabora podatkov. Neo4j ima lasten jezik
za poizvedbe, imenovan Cypher, medtem ko GraphDB uporablja standardizirani
jezik za poizvedbe SPARQL. Pridobljene podatke smo zapisali v datoteko KML,
ki omogoča vizualizacijo teh elementov v programu Google Earth.
Na podlagi različnih virov smo sestavili seznam KPI (Poglavje 5, Slika 5.9),
ki se uporabljajo za testiranje baz podatkov, kjer je najpogosteje uporabljeni
KPI čas izvajanja poizvedbe. Za testiranje smo pretežno uporabljali večji model
EL, s katerim lažje določamo odstopanja v času izvajanja. Statistična analiza
dobljenih rezultatov je pomagala določiti najprimernejši način za shranjevanje in
upravljanje datotek CIM RDF.
Delali smo iterativno, da smo dosegli najboljše rezultate. Prvi pristop je bil
uporabiti izvirni model in poizvedovati z več, manjšimi poizvedbami. V Tabeli
1 sta prikazana srednji čas izvedbe in skupni čas izvedbe za EL model, kjer
vidimo, da Neo4j potrebuje bistveno več časa kot GraphDB. Srednji čas za Neo4j
je približno 0.25 ms, v primeru model EL z okvirno 6 milijon elementov, je skupni
čas izvedbe primera več kot 10 ur.
Tabela 1: Rezultati za model EL
Neo4j
Srednji čas izvedbe poizvedbe [ms] 0.25082
Skupni čas izvedbe primera
10.1433 h

GraphDB
0.0001574
5.9634 min

Ker smo za poizvedbe v Neo4j potrebovali preveč časa, smo v nadaljevanju
izboljšali postopek z optimizacijo modela, in pri tem ohranili poizvedbe enake.
Odstranili smo prazna vozlišča, vozlišča brez povezav in nekatere napake, ki so
nastale med izdelavo modela. Optimizacija je narejena na modelu v bazi z ustreznim poizvedbami. V Tabeli 2 so prikazani rezultati za manjši, model Kropa.
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Tabela 2: Rezultati za model Kropa z optimizacijo
Neo4j
(brez optimizacije)
Skupni čas izvedbe primera
308.7538

Neo4j
(z optimizacijo)
234.3566

GraphDB
2.5138

Razvidno je, da se je čas izvedbe za Neo4j izboljšal, vendar je GraphDB kljub
temu deloval bolje. Za model EL, smo za Neo4j še vedno potrebovali približno
10 ur za izvedbo primera.
Zadnji pristop je bil optimizacija modela ob uporabi samo ene podrobnejše
poizvedbe. GraphDB je sicer dall boljše rezultate kot Neo4j, vendar je tudi 10 min
predolg čas za izvedbo posameznega primera. Zato smo napisali bolj kompleksno
poizvedbo v Cypher in SPARQL, ki analizira celotno omrežje naenkrat. Iz Tabele
3 je razvidno, da se je čas izvrševanja primera uporabe močno skrajšal, ter da sta
sedaj časa za izvedbo primera uporabe za obe zbirki podatkov primerljiva. Čas
izvedbe, smo v primeru Neo4j, skrajšali z več kot 11 ur na vsega 21 sekund, v
primeru GraphDB, pa iz 10 min na 22 sekund.
Tabela 3: Rezultati za model EL z eno poizvedbo

Čas izvedbe poizvedbe [ms] [ms]
Skupni čas izvedbe primera [s]

Neo4j
320.3436
20.3433

GraphDB
0.007436
21.7652

Za obe bazi podatkov smo uspešno izvedli primer uporabe za vsak nabor podatkov (manjši in večji). Tako GraphDB kot tudi Neo4j izpolnjujeta vse tehnične
zahteve, pri delu pa smo potrdili njune prednosti in slabosti. Poizvedovalni jezik
Cypher (Neo4j) je večinoma bolj učinkovit in zahteva manj kodiranja s strani
uporabnika. Ker Neo4j ni prilagojen na RDF, lahko to zahteva dodatno optimizacijo podatkov, kar ni vedno preprosto ali celo dovoljeno. Po drugi strani
sta RDF in SPARQL izvorna za GraphDB, zato je poizvedovanje zelo preprosto
in intuitivno. Hkrati pa ima SPARQL manj možnosti kot Cypher, kar včasih
zahteva več kodiranja.
S poglobljeno analizo in razvojem lastnega pristopa smo čas izvajanja skrajšali
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iz več ur na nekaj sekund in s tem dosegli veliko povečanje zmogljivosti. Uspešno
smo uvozili model CIM RDF z različnimi pristopi, manipulirali z modelom in
izvajali poizvedbe, vse brez spreminjanja originalnega podatkovnega modela.
Magistrsko delo prispeva k celovitemu pregledu semantičnega modeliranja podatkov in interoperabilnosti podatkov na področju električne energije kot ključne
komponente za širšo uvajanje tehnologij pametnih omrežij v prihodnosti.
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1 Introduction

Interoperability, flexibility, two-way communication, economical behaviour, environmental friendliness and many more are expectations that are being set for the
electricity network today. The power grid as known so far is lacking the ability to follow the rapid changes happening in other fields of engineering due to
high requirements for reliable and safe operation [8]. With the progress of ICT
and the variety of opportunities accompanying it, the need for transitioning to
a new approach in power systems has arisen. It is necessary to use the appropriate infrastructure for the management of future energy plants, distribution of
energy networks and data modelling, collection and processing. ICT involvement
in power engineering introduces a new era called smart grids.
There is more than one formal definition of smart grids, one can be found in the
"Deutsche Kommission Elektrotechnik Elektronik Informationstechnik im DIN
und VDE (DKE)" and is given according to IEC (International Electrotechnical
Commission) [1]: The term ”Smart Grid” (an intelligent energy supply system)
comprises the networking and control of intelligent generators, storage facilities,
loads and network operating equipment in power transmission and distribution
networks with the aid of Information and Communication Technologies. The objective is to ensure sustainable and environmentally sound power supply by means
of transparent, energy - and cost-efficient, safe and reliable system operation.
Smart grids are not power grids built from the ground up, but the combination of the existing, underlying structure (the electric grid) and modern, more advanced components, digital technologies that will allow two-way communication,
the incorporation of smart devices, renewables, etc. The latest technologies such
as SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition), GIS (Geographical In1
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formation System), DMS (Distribution Management System), AMR (Automated
Meter Reading) and ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) are being integrated
into power grids making it advanced and able to live up to the expectations [5].
Real time, two-way communication and data transfer between the consumer and
DSO or between entities in general are made possible [9].
In smart grids, communication technologies and IT are joining power engineering to overcome the challenges of modern life, with the key concept being
interoperability [4]. Interoperability is not a simple matter and is therefore analyzed at different levels. IEEE defines interoperability as "the ability of two or
more systems or components to exchange information and to use the information
that has been exchanged", at the system level, at the data level it is defined as "the
ability of two or more datasets to be linked, combined, and processed" [10]. The
GWAC (GridWise Architecture Council) proposes an eight layer interoperability
structure, comparable to the ISO/OSI model [1], presented in Figure 1.1.

8: Economic/Regulatory Policy

Organizational
(Pragmatics)

7: Business Objectives
6: Business Procedures

Informational
(Semantics)

5: Business Context
4: Semantic Understanding

3: Syntactic Interopreability

Technical
(Syntax)

2: Network Interoperability
1: Basic Connectivity

Figure 1.1: GWAC layers of interoperability also known as GWAC stack (adapted
from [1])
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The first three (upper) layers relate to organizational interoperability. Layers 4
and 5 transform organizational requirements into appropriate information models.
These layers are pointing out the importance of semantic understanding and data
modelling to achieve the desired interoperability level and full functionality of
smart grids. In Layer 5, it is necessary to identify what information is needed to
model the appropriate business functions and/or objectives. Layer 4 offers a way
to cope with data interoperability, applying existing solutions from other domains,
such as the internet, to the electricity domain. It deals with the content of the
data model, pure semantic reasoning. The last three layers of the model deal
with the technical aspects of smart grid interoperability [1]. The technical part
of the GWAC interoperability model covers the basics for establishing network
communication
(connectivity) between distributed entities and applications at
transmission utility it is likely that the utility covers all segments of the transmission domain, from
process to market.
the lowest level [1].
A service provider offering weather forecast information for distribution system operators and DER
operators could be located to the market zone interacting with the operation zone in the distribution
Another
approach
to define interoperability is given by the Smart Grid
and DER
domain.

Architecture
7.2.6Model
SGAM (SGAM).
Framework The SGAM aims to present the design of smart grid
The SGAM framework is established by merging the concept of the interoperability layers defined
use casesin section
in an7.2.2
architecture
viewpoint [2]. Figure 1.2 presents a 3D visual reprewith the previous introduced smart grid plane. This merge results in a model (see
8) which spans three dimensions:
sentationFigure
of
the
SGAM framework and its layers.
 Domain



Interoperability (Layer)
Zone

Business Objectives
Polit. / Regulat.. Framework

Business Layer

Function Layer
Outline of Usecase
Functions

Interoperability
Layers

Information Layer
Data Model
Data Model

Communication Layer

Market

Protocol
Protocol

Enterprise
Operation

Component Layer

Station
Generation
Transmission
Distribution

Field
Process

DER

Domains

Zones

Customer
Premises

Figure 8: SGAM framework

Figure 1.2: The SGAM framework [2]
Consisting of the five interoperability layers the SGAM framework allows the representation of
entities and their relationships in the context of smart grid domains, information management
hierarchies and in consideration of interoperability aspects.
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Cross-cutting issues are topics which need to be considered and agreed on when achieving
interoperability [GWAC 2008]. These topics may affect several or all categories to some extent.
Typical cross-cutting issues are cyber security, engineering, configuration, energy efficiency,
Introduction
performance and others.

7.2 SGAM Framework Elements
7.2.1 General
The SGAM framework and its methodology are intended to present the design of smart grid use
cases in an architectural viewpoint allowing it both- specific but also neutral regarding solution and
technology.
accordance
present scope
of the and
M/490 interoperability
program, the SGAM framework
1.2 has In
three
axis:to the
domains,
zones
layers. Domains
allows the validation of smart grid use cases and their support by standards.

Figure
represent the different roles in the energy domain, such as generation, transmisThe SGAM framework consists of five layers representing business objectives and processes,
functions, information
exchange
and models,Energy
communication
protocols and
components.
These Premises
sion, distribution,
DER
(Distributed
Resources)
and
Customers’
five layers represent an abstract and condensed version of the interoperability categories
introduced
in sectiona7.1.3.
Each layer covers
theof
smart
plane, which
is spanned by electrical
[2]. Zones
represent
hierarchical
level
thegridsystem
architecture,
ordered from
domains and information management zones (section 7.2.3). The intention of this model is to
on whichoperation,
zones of information
management
interactions
between
take place.
It
market,represent
enterprise,
station,
field to
process
[2]. domains
The SGAM
framework
allows the presentation of the current state of implementations in the electrical grid, but furthermore
is structured
of fiveto future
layers:
layer,
Function
layer,universality,
Information layer,
to depict out
the evolution
smartBusiness
grid scenarios
by supporting
the principles
localization, consistency, flexibility and interoperability.
Communication layer and Component layer. These five layers are a concise ver7.2.2 SGAM Interoperability Layers
sion of Inthe
GWAC
layers
presented
in Figure
order
to allow a interoperability
clear presentation and simple
handling
of the architecture
model,1.1.
the The mapping
interoperability categories described in section 7.1.3 are aggregated into five abstract
of the GWAC
layers
SGAM
layers
is presented
in Figure
1.3.
interoperability
layersinto
(refer the
to Figure
6). However
in case
of a detailed analysis
of interoperability
aspects, the abstraction can be unfolded.

Economic / Regulatory Policy
Business Layer
Business Procedures
Business Context

Semantic Understanding
Syntactic Interoperability

System B

System A

Business Objectives
Function Layer

Information Layer

Communication Layer

Network Interoperability
Basic Connectivity

Component Layer

Interoperation
Figure 6: Grouping into interoperability layers

Figure 1.3: The GWAC layers grouped into SGAM layers [2]
26

The third, information, layer is in the focus of this thesis. It corresponds to
layer 4 and 5 from the GWAC stack. The information layer describes the information that is being used and exchanged. Information objects and the underlying
canonical data models are located at this layer, representing the common semantics for functions and services, supporting an interoperable information exchange
through communication means [2]. Compared to the conventional power grid,
smart grids incorporate an extensive amount of different entities, devices, users,
and services, all with the desire to communicate.
To fulfill every request and persist a fully interoperable and homogeneous
environment as suggested in the GWAC stack, three things are required [8]:
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• A very detailed model describing the power system.
• A file format that can save extended data without affecting the underlying
data.
• Software manufacturers and energy companies must adopt and accept this
data model and integrate it into their business for either economic or regulatory reasons.
The Common Information Model (CIM) has the potential to meet the first
requirement above, while XML in combination with RDF offers a solution for
the second requirement. The third requirement can be considered more of a
commercial and regulatory challenge than a technical one.
CIM is the data model describing the power system with the potential to
allow an interoperable data exchange. The CIM canonical model gives detailed
and extensive descriptions of elements that form the electrical power grid, by
being generic at the same time, avoiding different manufacturer compatibility
issues. When performing a detailed analysis of interoperability, the information
model can be unfold to business context and semantic understanding [5]. CIM as
a model introduces semantic interoperability and semantic data modelling into
power grids. This step is crucial for smart grid development considering the
extensive amount of different entities, devices, users, and services smart grids incorporate. An extensive amount of diverse participants results in a large amount
of data in the system, confronting power grids with big data. Not only the amount
can be a demanding, data provided by different sources have different characteristics. Data in power systems can be classified in different ways, but the three
main categories are [11]: meter data, grid data and market data. Without being
familiar with the different types of data, implementing ICT solutions can be quite
challenging.
Data that is related to other datasets is more valuable, as it enables interpretation and results in data becoming information [10]. A good example are
sensors. Wind turbines have several different sets of sensors, one type are drawwire displacement sensors that control air supply by monitoring the position of
the turbine’s air flaps based on changes in temperature [12]. Collecting data
from a single sensor, compared to collecting data from a large number of sensors,
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provides little valuable insight. Data collected from many sensors (big data) and
combined can give, for example, accurate information about the air supply.
In the GWAC stack, in Figure 1.1, a layer of special interest is the fourth
layer regarding semantic understanding. A semantic approach, especially one
that is ontology enabled, can help deal with the variety of participants and data
types, and therefore emphasize interoperability [13]. Semantic interoperability
introduces metadata, often referred to as data about data, which ensures that
information is interpreted in the correct way, described precisely and identified
uniquely. Proper interpretation enables data to become information [14]. The
concept of unique identification of data fragments is the key to handling big data
without causing misinterpretation. The whole idea of Semantic Web is based
on uniform resource identifiers (URIs), by making use of them every piece of
information on the Web has a meaning. In an era of smart grids and Internet of
Things (IoT), semantics have never been as important.
Semantic models are created using information modelling languages (UML or
OWL). To be able to exchange these models an instance file has to be generated
based on the canonical model. One type of instance file often used is the Resource Description Framework (RDF). RDF uses statements (or triples) about
resources and layers them into a model that provides data about data [15]. RDF
is a directed graph data format for representing information and therefore easy to
visualize and understand to both humans and machines. The different serialization formats make it appropriate for different applications. The most commonly
used format is RDF/XML.
RDF combines two elements of interest - semantic understanding and graphs.
RDF is a graph data model, a W3C standard, available since 1997 and a building block of the Semantic Web. The RDF triple structure (S-P-O) might seem
simple, but it provides a powerful tool for managing distributed data and is not
without reason at the basis of the Semantic Web stack. RDF is, aside from being
an ontology language, a knowledge graph, making it ideal for presenting highly
connected data such as CIM models. Figure 1.4 shows an example RDF document presented as a graph. The example gives more information about the RDF
1.1 XML Syntax online content, such as the title and information about the editor. Two triples are presented using nodes for subjects and objects and relations
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for predicates. Full URIs are assuring unique identification of each element.

http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-syntax-grammar

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title
http://www.example.org/terms/editors

RDF 1.1 XML
Syntax
http://www.example.org/terms/fullName
http://www.example.org/terms/homePage

Dave Beckett

http://purl.org/net/dajobe

Figure 1.4: An RDF/XML document in graph form (adapted from [3])

Describing things with graphs is very intuitive and simple to understand for
humans. An instance file, for example RDF, generated in accordance to a CIM
profile of an electrical power grid can be easily presented using a graph. Since
RDF is indeed a (knowledge) graph, graph visualization, while transferring knowledge, is a plain task using this instance file type.
With CIM being a very detailed and, at times, complex model, handling large
amounts of data can be quite challenging for utility operators. With the constant
evolution and integration of ICT solutions into power grids, it seems naive to
always exchange these big data models instead of storing them in a database
and let the appropriate users access only the data needed. Real-time big data
processing tools are not an idea anymore, these tools are available and smart
grids have to make use of them [7]. Introducing the concept of CIM oriented
databases would make an important impact in the operation and processing of
power system data.
The idea proposed in this master thesis is to implement graph databases
as CIM oriented databases. Graph databases are schema-less, the structure
will adapt to the needs of the use case, enhancing interoperability [16]. Graph
databases are more object-oriented which means the user works with clear and
explicit semantics when writing queries [17]. When working with highly con-
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nected data, instead of following the primary keys and look into many tables, in
graph databases it is enough to follow a relation, making querying simpler.
In Figure 1.5 is a comparison of a relational and a graph database presented
using elements from a real power grid. CIM classes Terminal and ConnectivityNode are presented in a table and graph form. The relational database needs three
tables to store all information regarding these elements. One table for Terminal
classes, one for ConnectivityNode classes and one to define the relations between
these. The graph database on the right has only one graph with five nodes and
four relations between these nodes.
Table Terminal
Terminal.
sequenceNumber

IdentifiedObject.
name

Terminal.
connected

1

T563-KNJIGOVEZNICA
SN

true

2

S972-TP
KNJIGOVEZNICA-TP
BS RAD. T2

true

3

S4435 T536 TRAFO
KNJIGOVEZNICA T1

true

4

S973-TP
KNJIGOVEZNICA-IZ DV
KROPA T2

true

Table ConnectivityNode

name = "T563
-KNJIGOVEZNICA
SN";
sequenceNumber = 1;
connected = true

name = "S972-TP
KNJIGOVEZNICA-TP
BS RAD. T2";
sequenceNumber = 2;
connected = true

Terminal.ConnectivityNod e
Terminal.ConnectivityNod e

name = "T563KNJIGOVEZNICA
SN";

Table Relations

IdentifiedObject.name

ConnectivityNode

Terminal

T563-KNJIGOVEZNICA
SN

T563-KNJIGOVEZNICA
SN

1

T563-KNJIGOVEZNICA
SN

2

T563-KNJIGOVEZNICA
SN

3

T563-KNJIGOVEZNICA
SN

4

Terminal.ConnectivityNode
Terminal.ConnectivityNode

name = "S973-TP
KNJIGOVEZNICA-IZ
DV KROPA T2";
sequenceNumber = 4;
connected = true

name = "S4435
T536 TRAFOKNJIGOVEZNICA T1";
sequenceNumber = 3;
connected = true

Figure 1.5: CIM classes stored in a relational database and graph database

The practical research of this thesis is aiming to investigate the need and
application possibilities of graph databases for smart grids. The research is concluded in several steps. After obtaining a CIM RDF model, generated from a
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real CIM UML meta-model from the transmission and distribution power grid,
the first step is to store it in a database. The idea was to research several approaches and store the model into a labeled property graph database (Neo4j) and
a multi-model (GraphDB) database. The second step is running a power engineering related use-case to retrieve data from each database and visually present
the results by generating a KML (Keyhole Markup Language) for Google Earth.
The third step is to document values for different KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) for every database. The fourth and final step is database performance
analysis and comparison based on the obtained results to determine which type
of database is the best fit for CIM RDF models and can be recommended as a
CIM oriented databases.
Modelling power grid data using CIM and semantic understanding of data,
sharing and exchanging them using RDF as the instance file format and storing it
in a graph database is a solution worthy of attention to achieve improved interoperability and efficient handling of big data in modern power systems. Information
and communication technologies are no longer just support for the development
of various business applications, but a key factor for adapting to changes and
further improvement. Power engineering is working closely together with ICT to
successfully cross the obstacles of the advanced world. Modern solutions such as
IoT and big data processing are issues smart grids are facing and can be resolved
using ICT knowledge.
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2 Data modelling in Smart Grids

Smart grids are asking for a change in communication infrastructure. Different
entities use different approaches to data processing and storage, thus not being
compatible. Combining multiple heterogeneous data sources asks for interoperability at all levels, the ability to utilize and harmonize data from various sources
will be a crucial factor for success [10].
Smart grids are data driven, finding a way for entities, devices, users, and
services to communicate and exchange information is the way to smart grid management. The diversity of data and participants in communication is a serious
burden on data interoperability. How data is modelled is therefore an important
topic. An information model that is semantic, clear and common can be used to
provide the means for new smart grid capabilities [18]. The desired model already
exists and is called the Common Information Model (CIM).
To be able to apply CIM in smart grids as a standard format and data model
for system integration and data exchange, one has to be familiar with the types
of data being handled in power systems, how a semantic modelling can help
understand and describe the smart power grid, and CIM in general.

2.1

Classification of data in smart grids

Data provided by different sources have different characteristics, without being
familiar with the types of data, implementing ICT solutions can be quite challenging. Data in power systems can be classified in different ways, but the three
main categories are [11]: meter data, grid data and market data. The power
11
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system is a network which consists of generation, distribution and transmission
systems, with data resources distributed everywhere. When speaking of smart
grids, data resources have an important role, they are responsible for providing
required data for different ICT applications [19].
Meter data contain information about the energy usage and overall consumption of a consumer, whether the consumer is also active as a producer (prosumer), and additional personal information. Smart meter data has been usually
exchanged between the metering operator (in most countries its the DSO) and
market parties in a bilateral way, some countries prefer this decentralized way,
while some tend to have centralized methods using a data hub [11].
Meter data include a lot of personal information, which means that its exchange, usage and/or publication has to follow data protection laws. Table 2.1
shows different types of meter data. Another important information is also who
owns which type of meter data. The consumption data is owned by the consumer,
while the production data is owned by the produces. Access to the customer address have both the consumer and produces, while ID and Location are owned
only by the Metering Responsible Party (MRP).
Table 2.1: Meter data overview [6]
Meter data
Consumption data
Production data
Customer address
ID, Location

Description
Consumption measured at the metering point
Production measured at the metering point
Address and contact of the producer/consumer
Unique ID, Location and other master data from the
meter
Contract
Contract(s) associated with the metering point, both
energy and grid usage
Balance Group (BG) The balance group to which the metering point belongs

Grid data contain technical data such as voltage, power quality, frequency
and etc [11]. This data is collected by sensors in the network, including smart
meters and is very important for system operators, since it enables network monitoring, management and planning. Compared to meter data, grid data is usually kept anonymously in regards to the consumer. Grid data can be real-time,

2.1 Classification of data in smart grids
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planned or historic [6]. Table 2.2 shows different types of grid data. In this case,
all data is owned by TSO and DSO.
Table 2.2: Grid data overview [6]
Grid data
Real-time data

Description
Measurements of voltages, active and reactive injections
or flows, frequency, power quality and grid-configuration
Historic measurements
Historic grid measurements, such as voltage angle and
magnitude, frequency and power flows
Planned grid configuration Planned grid configuration for, e.g., the day ahead operation of grids
Planned maintenance
Planned maintenance, including the associated changes
to grid configuration, and start and end dates
Known outages
Known outages affecting the grid configuration and/or
the demand and generation
Planned grid expansions
Planned expansions of grids and assets, usually with a
long time horizon

Market data contain all external data. Market data can be seen as an
supplement and enhancement of meter and grid data, this type of data come
from different sources, from social media, weather stations, demography, spot
market to smart appliances. Market data is very important to market players to
ensure innovative and efficient services. The overview of market data ownership
is given in table 2.3, while table 2.4 shows different types of market data.
Table 2.3: Market data ownership [6]
Market data
Owner
Weather data
External
Spot-market data
External
Appliance data
Consumer
Generation data
Producer
Schedule data
BRP
Unit-level production Producer/Consumer
/consumption plan
Flexibility data
Depends on regulatory model and market design
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Table 2.4: Market data overview [6]
Market data
Weather data
Spot-market data
Appliance data

Description
Weather forecasts from one or more data suppliers
Results of the spot market
Data including type of appliance, consumption profile
and connection to metering point
Generation data
Data, such as type of generation, rating, availability and
generation-specific parameters
Schedule data
Schedule of a BG
Unit-level production Production and consumption plan per significant grid
/consumption plan
user (SGU)/grid location
Flexibility data
Data on location and type of flexibility source, results
of tenders

2.2

Semantic data modelling

Shared semantic models are seen as the foundation of interoperability for smart
grids. This idea is not only a proposition by researchers, but is supported by the
GWAC, where semantics are a central layer and engage in many important issues
[20]. Smart grids are based on traditional power grids, with the introduction
of a semantic information model, further development and modernization are
achieved.
The word semantics comes from the ancient Greek word sēmantikós which
means "significant". Semantics allude to the meaning of some information.
Therefrom, a semantic model is a structured description of the semantics of a
set of information, using some information modelling language, such as UML or
OWL. In simpler words – A semantic model is ‘metadata’ – ‘data about data’
[15].
Having introduced semantics as a term and the semantic data model, the
definition of Semantic Web is quite obvious. With the constant evolution of the
Web, the step to integrate semantics into it was very much expected. Taking in
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consideration that "connected data, are smarter data" [15], the Semantic Web
would be the smarter sibling of the known Web.
Semantic Web provides meaning to the information contained in Web documents. This description and its interpretation are supported by a stack of technologies that have been designed and recommended by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) since 1999 [4]. A layer model, comparable to the previous
mentioned GWAC stack, frequently called Semantic Web cake is presented in Figure 2.1. The layer organization of this technology stack implies that the elements
described at a given layer are compliant with the standards defined at the lower
layers [4].
The first (lower) layer of this stack provides a global identification solution
for the resources found on the Web, denoted as URIs/IRIs which stands for
Uniform/Internationalized Resource Identifiers.

User Interface & Applications

Trust

Proof

Unifying logic

Ontology: OWL
Query:
SPARQL

Rule:
RIF
RDFS

Data interchange:
RDF
XML

Figure 2.1:
from [4])

Semantic Web stack also known as Semantic Web cake (adapted

Crypto

URI/IRI
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The second layer supports the definition of syntax. The eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a metalanguage structured from elements. XML files can be
interpreted by machines and is suitable for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication. An important feature is that XML can be shared platform-independent.
The third layer is related to data interchange with focus on RDF (Resource Description Framework). The three basic representation languages of the Semantic
Web are RDF, RDFS, and OWL, with RDF as the foundation, since its important quest - managing distributed data [15]. RDF is described more detailed in
Chapter 3. The fourth layer is compensating for the deficiencies of the layer below. RDF represents facts only, a solution to define metadata on some elements
of an RDF document instance is intended with RDF Schema (RDFS) [4]. Web
Ontology Language (OWL) is the focus of the fifth layer. Due to RDFS lacking
the support of very expressive vocabularies, OWL overcomes this limitation and
enables the definition of these ontologies, causing an increased computational
complexity [4]. On both layer four and five are SPARQL and the Resource Interchange Format (RIF). SPARQL is most widely used as a query language over RDF
data and can be considered as the SQL for RDF stores. SPARQL is described
more detailed in Chapter 4. RIF is a generic file container format, primarily used
to store multimedia, though it may also be used to store any arbitrary data. The
residual layers are less important for this chapter.
From the desire to have full interoperability, an interchangeable representations of information and knowledge, two "paradigms" have come forth - the
modelling paradigm and the ontology engineering paradigm [21]. The modelling
paradigm has a model in its focus. The model-driven approach is originally from
software engineering and has UML (Unified Modelling Language) as the representative language [21]. The ontology engineering paradigm has an ontology in its
focus. This approach is originally from the artificial intelligence community and
has OWL (World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)) as the representative language
[21].
The idea to compare UML and OWL is quite modern. The two languages
were developing independently, each in its own field of research. With the rising
popularity of interoperability (applications are not meant to be working only individually anymore), in all fields of engineering, together and apart, UML and
OWL started getting more attention [20]. Both languages were developed with a
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different purpose, but have similarities that make them both adequate and important for smart grids. The meta-model of UML has four main concepts - classes,
associations, datatypes, and packages. On the other hand, the OWL meta-model
has classes, properties, instances, literals, and ontologies as its main concepts [20].
Both models are quite similar, but yet different. There are options to transform
one into the other, but since both UML and OWL can further generate schema
and instance file it is not obligatory for achieving semantic behaviour.
The Common Information Model (CIM) is based on UML, while UML is not
used for ontology representation, one might doubt that CIM can be considered
a semantic model. Transparent and uncomplicated integration of components,
interoperability and more options for supply by standardizing information exchanges is the main aim of CIM standards.

2.3

The Common Information Model (CIM)

The Common Information Model (CIM) provides a powerful data model and diverse interface specifications and technology mappings [5], assuring the exchange
of electrical network information between different software applications. The
development and implementation of CIM standards began in North America,
where NERC (the North American Electric Reliability Council) was the first to
use CIM as a data exchange format between energy companies. Today, CIM
continues to develop predominantly in North America, but a growing number
of companies and organizations in Europe, Asia and South America recognize
the importance and benefits of using this standard. Today, ENTSOE (European
Network of Transmission Systems Operators for Electricity) is developing CIM
in Europe and its becoming more and more popular around the world. In 2005,
the CIM Users Group (CIMug) was established as a subgroup of the UCA International User Group to provide a forum in which users and consultants could
collaborate and use IEC CIM international standards to improve interoperability.
The primary purpose is to share technological bases, best practices and technical
resources, while improving interoperability [22].
IEC is developing CIM in the work scope of technical committee TC57. Three
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work groups are focused on CIM - WG 13, 14 and 16 [8]:
• WG 13 develops and maintains CIM as an independent UML-data model,
where energy system entities are modeled as classes with appropriate relationships between them, regardless of the data format. In this way, a generic
model of the energy network is created and the only necessary translator is
from and to the CIM based data, which significantly increases the level of
interoperability.
• WG 14 develops and maintains extensions for the base CIM. Data extensions allow the CIM model to go beyond its initial framework and move into
the world of distribution networks and modelling of data exchange between
systems. This part of CIM is published within the IEC 61968-11 standard, and is also used to create an interface that will further serve system
integration.
• WG 16 is focused on CME (CIM for Markets Extensions), it was created
to expand the use of CIM in the area of deregulated energy markets. It is
important to note that these models do not model the market, but the data
exchanged by market participants. There are two subgroups of this working
group, one creating models in a style characteristic of the European market
and one for the US market.
CIM is one important step towards full interoperability, one of the means to
achieve this goal is standardization. It helps reduce the cost and complexity of
the network, and allows for the joint development and advancement of smart
grids. CIM is standardized within three different IEC standards - IEC 61970,
IEC 61968 and IEC 62325. In Figure 2.2 is a graphical overview of the three
standards CIM consists of.
• IEC standard 61970 - One of the goals of this standard is to develop
a platform-independent data model that uses technology-independent services and continuously improve them [5]. This standard is maintained and
developed by IEC TC 57 WG 13. It contains an extensive data model defined in IEC 61970-301. IEC 61970-301 is a semantic model that describes
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the components of an electrical system at the electrical level and the connections between all components. In addition to this extensive model, it
also contains CIS and GID.

General and
Technology
Parts

61970-1 Guidelines and
General Requirements

61970-2 Glossary

61968-1 Interface
Architecture

61968-2 Glossary

61970-450 CIS
Specification Guide

62325-102 Energy Model
Market Example

62325-101 General
guidelines

Serializations
61970-401 CIS
Framework

61970-402
Common Services

61970-453 CIM
Based Graphics
Exchange

61970-405 GES

Profiles

61970-403 GDA

61970-404 HSDA

61970-501 CIM
RDF Schema

61970-452 Network
Model Exchange
Profile

61970-505 OWL
Schema

61970-502-8 W

61970-552 CIM
XML Model
Exchange Format

61970-456 Solved
power System
State Profiles

61970-407 TSDA

61970-451
Exchange Model for
SCADA

Component
Interface
Specification

61968-4 Interfaces
for Records and
Asset Management

61968-8 Interface
for Customer
Support

61970-454 Naming
Service
Specification

61968-13 CIM RDF
Model Exchange
Format for
Distribution

62325-502 Profile
of ebXML

61968-7 Network
Extension Planning

61968-5
Operational
Planning and
Optimization

61968-9 Interface
Standard for Meter
Reading and
Control

61968-100 ESB
Implementation
Profile

62325-351 CIM
European Market
Model Exchange
Profile

61968-12
Compliance and
Interop Testing

61968-14
MultiSpeak - CIM
Harmonization

61968-3 Interface
for Network
Operations

61968-6 Interface
Standard for
Maintenance and
Construction

61970-455 Model
Population Interface

IEC 61970-X Family

62325-450 Profile
and Context
Modeling Rules

System Interfaces
for Distribution
Management
Systems Interface
Reference Model
IRM

62325-501
Guidelines for
Using ebXML

IEC 61968-X Family

62325-301 Data Model
for Market Extensions

61968-11 Distribution
Information Exchange model

61970-301 CIM Base

IEC 62325-X Family

Data Models and UML
Packages

Figure 2.2: Functional overview of CIM and its standards IEC 61970, 61968 and
62325 (adapted from [5])
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• IEC standard 61968 extends the IEC standard 61970 and its focus is
not primarily on CIM objects, but on secondary objects such as billing and
network extensions. The IEC 69170-301 data model has been extended with
model 61968-11. This standard is maintained and developed by IEC TC 57
WG 14.
• IEC standard 62325 extends the previous two and focuses on communication in the electricity market, that is the exchange of data between different participants in the electricity markets. There are two different styles
of markets - European style and US style. This standard is maintained and
developed by IEC TC 57 WG 16.
Figure 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 show standards IEC 61970, 61968 and 62325 (respectively) modelled with UML using the Enterprise Architect 1 tool.

Figure 2.3: IEC 61970 UML model
1

More information on the EA tool is available at https://www.sparxsystems.com/
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Figure 2.4: IEC 61968 UML model

Figure 2.5: IEC 62325 UML model
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2.3.1

Unified Modeling Language (UML)

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) provides a conceptual model, it enables
the understanding of the system and the connections between its modules. It
is a pictographic language used to create software plans (blueprints). UML is
being standardized and developed by the Object Management Group (OMG)
and ISO/IEC 19501 [5].
Two main types of diagrams are available - UML Class Diagrams and UML
Package Diagrams. These are used to graphically model different systems that
are of relevance to system developers, modelling behaviour or interactions [5]. An
important notice is that UML does model a system and provides the means to
graphically present its elements, but UML does not give additional information
such as how/what to model or implement the given model [5].
In smart grids, UML provides CIM with a very important feature - visualization of the system. UML offers a hierarchical structure for CIM by having
parent (abstract) and child (specific) classes. Parent classes are used to extract
common attributes from a more generic class into specialized derivative classes.
UML implements five types of relations:
• Generalization is a relation where one class inherits all attributes, relations
and operations of another class (parent - child relation). Because of these
characteristic, this relation is often called Inheritance. One class can be a
parent class to one or more classes (UML supports multiple inheritance).
Figure 2.6 shows Class1 being a child class to Class2.

Figure 2.6: Generalization between two classes
• Associations are longer lasting relations, where the meaning of the relation
is given as the relation name. Associations can be directed (in one or both
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directions) and undirected. Figure 2.7 shows Class1 having an undirected
association to Class2, while Class2 has a directed association to Class3.

Figure 2.7: Association between two classes

• Dependency is a weaker relation than association and, as the name suggests, refers to one class depending on the other. Figure 2.8 shows Class1
depending on Class2 for its specification or implementation.

Figure 2.8: Dependency between two classes

• Aggregation is a type of directed association where on class significantly
relies on another class. It is important to note that both entities can still
exist separately, this relation is often described as possession. The class with
the ♢ sign at its side is the possessor. Figure 2.9 shows Class2 possessing
Class1.
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Figure 2.9: Aggregation between two classes
• Composition is a very strong type of directed association. If one class in
the relation would get deleted, the other one would get too. This indicates
that one class can be part of only one composition relation. Figure 2.10
shows Class2 in a composition with Class1. Class2 has the ♦ sign at its
side, which means it cannot exist without Class1.

Figure 2.10: Composition between two classes
Some relations from the figures above have a name and a direction, another
important attribute is relation multiplicity. Multiplicity is defined for the relation
ends and can be:
• 0..1 - Zero to One
• 0..* - Zero to Many
• 1 - One
• 1..* - One to Many
Figure 2.11 shows a complete UML Class Diagram, with all the different components and features of UML, representing a Transformer. The transformer was
modeled following CIM standards in the Enterprise Architect tool. To represent
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a transformer using CIM 11 classes, 14 relations and around 40 attributes are
needed. The UML model gives a lot of information implementing different types
of relations, relation multiplicity and names and many attributes of different type.
The amount of data contained in one such model is crucial to precisely explain
the element, but a burden for data exchange. There are larger models with a lot
more information, handling big data is crucial to make use of CIM.

Figure 2.11: A transformer modeled using CIM classes
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2.3.2

The implementation process

The CIM canonical model gives a very detailed and extensive description of the
electrical power grid, which makes it sometimes too large for a certain use case.
Companies generally use only specific parts of CIM for their work and it is this
practice that has resulted in the creation of CIM profiles. CIM profiles contain
only certain classes and relations necessary for the realization of a certain scenario,
and can be considered as a subset of CIM. UML is a pictographic language, used
for system visualization, and as such, not suitable for sharing and publishing.
CIM standardization is currently focused on keeping CIM as flexible and generic
as possible, and limiting its use by defining CIM profiles [5].
The process from an UML profile to instance data files, such as XML and
RDF, is called the implementation process and is presented in Figure 2.12 [23].

Profiling steps

CIM model version

CIM
Canonical
Model

Choose relevant elements
CIM
Profile
Additional changes
Test & Publish

schema generation
conforms to

instance generation

XML, RDF, etc.

XSD, RDFS, etc.

Figure 2.12: Implementation process
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Enterprise Architect, as the main UML modelling program, supports tools
as plugins for creating profiles. The steps to profile creation, also presented in
Figure 2.12, are:
1. A CIM model version has to be selected and agreed on;
2. All relevant packages, classes, attributes and relations for the specific use
case have to be determined;
3. Additional constraints can be specified, along with new classes, attributes
and/or relations;
4. The new profile must be tested and later published.
Some of the best known and open source tools are CIMTool, CIM EA, MODSARUS and CIM Contextor & CIM SyntaxGen. In scope of the TDX-ASSIST
project, that had the aim to design and develop novel ICT tools and techniques
that facilitate scalable and secure information systems and data exchange between
TSO (Transmission System Operator) and DSO (Distribution System Operator)
[24], all tools were evaluated and the two highest ranked were EDFs MODSARUS
and ENTSOEs CIM Contextor & CIM SyntaxGen. The full comparison between
these two tools is given in the project deliverable D1.8 [25]. Both tools offered
profile creation with testing, no further steps from Figure 2.12 would be possible
if the testing would fail. For schema generation MODSARUS and CIM SyntaxGen could be used, another tool such as XMLSpy would be used for instance
generations, such as XML. These instances, XML or RDF, can now be used for
sharing and publishing.
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3 RDF as a standard model for data
exchange in smart grids

The primary goal of smart grids is to enable interoperability between the many,
diverse users, entities, services and devices having important roles in the modern and evolved power system. One necessary, but not sufficient step is having
a detailed model describing the power system. CIM was chosen to meet this
requirement, but is too large and complex to be shared among communication
participants. A file format that can save extended data without affecting the
underlying data is the ideal solution to make up for shortcomings of the CIM
canonical model. Needed is an instance file, a standard model, understandable
to both humans and machines, respecting CIM ontology and is reliable for highly
connected, semantic data. The answer is called Resource Description Framework
(RDF).
RDF is at the second layer of the Semantic Web stack and therefore a less
expressive language than OWL, but the foundation for all the more expressive
languages layering further. RDF provides means for making a basic statement
about anything and layering these statements into a single model [15]. Anything,
sometimes called thing or entity, is called a resource in Semantic Web terminology,
by handling these resources RDF takes care of a very important issue in the
Semantic Web - managing distributed data [15]. RDF is a directed graph data
format for representing information. The acronym RDF stands for Resource
Description Framework, which indicates that the focus of RDF is the description
of resources. This is one of the main aims of the Semantic Web, to give a meaning,
a description of information on the Web. In smart grids, RDF is used to serialize
network topology data [5].
29
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Resources are anything on the Web interesting to someone. The intention is to
have these information connected and uniquely described. The most elementary
piece of an RDF model is a triple. Triples consist of a subject, a predicate and
an object. The subject describes the entity the statement is about, the predicate
refers to a certain property of that entity and the value of that property is the
object.
The triple form is best described using a directed graph. Figure 3.1 shows an
example of a simple triple.
SUBJECT

Alice

PREDICATE

studies

OBJECT

Electrical
Engineering

Figure 3.1: Example of a triple with a resource object

Alice is the subject and the entity in focus (colored red). The predicate is studies
and refers to the object Electrical Engineering (colored green). The subject and
object are both resources and are presented in the graph as nodes, the predicate
is on the directed, labeled edge. The direction is always from subject to object.
In Figure 3.2, two triples are visualized. One is the previous example with
the S-P-O1 structure being "Alice - studies - Electrical Engineering", the second
triple has the subject Alice, predicate is old and object 20. The main difference
between Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 is in the object. The first triple ("Alice studies - Electrical Engineering") has a resource as the object, that is why it is
presented as a circle. As such, this object can be the source, or the subject, for
a new triple. The second triple ("Alice - is old - 20") has a literal as the object.
The object is now a datatype and is the end of the branching, no new edge can
1

Subject - Predicate - Object
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come from this object.

SUBJECT

Alice

PREDICATE

studies

OBJECT

Electrical
Engineering

is old

20

Figure 3.2: Example of triples with a resource and literal object

In Figure 3.3, triple 1 is the previously seen triple from Figure 3.1. Since the
object is a resource it can be the source of an edge and therefore the subject of a
new triple. That is the case with triple 2. The subject is Electrical Engineering,
the predicate is member of and the object is University of Ljubljana.

Triple 2
Triple 1

Alice

studies

Electrical
Engineering

member of

University of
Ljubljana

Figure 3.3: Example of two connected triples

RDF is the second layer in the Semantic Web Stack and as such it relies on
the first layer - Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI). An URI provides a global
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identification for a resource on the Web [15]. The form is very similar to the
well known URL, but one should take care not to use them as equal. An URL
is a special case of an URI with less functionality. An URI contains many, very
important, information such as server name, protocol, port number, file name,
etc. [15], all leading to unique identification of a resource on the Web. By using
URIs any identity related issues can be resolved. The full URI notation can
be too long and complicated, which can lead to mistakes in writings done by
humans. When using the SPARQL query language, URIs are crucial and even
a small mistake can lead to the wrong result. All this has led to an alternative
way of writing URIs by using abbreviations called qnames [15]. The qname form
consists of two parts - a namespace and an identifier, separated by a colon. An
important notice is that qnames alone are not seen as global identifiers, they are
always followed by a declaration of the namespace. For example, the Terminal
URI would be expressed as a qname as: cim:Terminal, where cim stands for
http://iec.ch/TC57/2013/CIM-schema-cim16#.
Figure 3.4 is an adjusted version of Figure 3.1. In this figure, instead of using
only the names, which is not enough for Semantic Web, the full URI is specified
for each entity (subject, predicate and object). In Figure 3.5, the same example is
presented but instead of the full URI form, qnames are used accompanied by the
declaration of the namespace. This form is easy to understand, read and write.

http://master-thesis//
example//
chapter3#Alice

http://master-thesis//example//chapter3#studies

http://master-thesis//
example//chapter3
#ElectricalEng
ineering

Figure 3.4: Adjusted triple structure with full URIs

In both Figure 3.4 and 3.1, the labels of nodes and edges are written in a
slightly different manner compared to Figure 3.3. Now, the InterCap (or CamelCase) convention is followed where names that consist of multiple words are
written without spaces, capitalizing each word [15]. Instead of "Electrical Engi-
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neering", the name of the object is transformed to "ElectricalEngineering". It is
a common convention on the Web, and RDF as a Semantic Web language, abides
to these rules.
exm: <http://master-thesis//example//chapter3#>

exm:Alice

exm:studies

exm:
ElectricalEng
ineering

Figure 3.5: Adjusted triple structure with qnames

The namespace exm used in Figure 3.5 is made up and has a meaning only in
the scope of this example. Namespaces do not always have a meaning in scope of
an example, W3C has defined a number of standard namespaces. The three that
are mostly used in Semantic Web are [15]:
• rdf - Identifiers used in RDF, the global URI for the rdf namespace is
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#;
• rdfs - Identifiers used in RDFS, the global URI for the rdfs namespace is
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#;
• owl - Identifiers used in OWL, the global URI for the owl namespace is
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#.
The two most important elements from the rdf namespace are <rdf:RDF>
and <rdf:Description> . The <rdf:RDF> element is the root element of the document, it defines that the XML document is an RDF document and contains a
reference to the RDF namespace. The <rdf:Description> element identifies a resource with the about attribute and contains elements that describe the resource.
An example of a part of an RDF document is shown below (adapted from
[26]).
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:cd="http://www.recshop.fake/cd#">
<rdf:Description
rdf:about="http://www.recshop.fake/cd/Empire Burlesque">
<cd:artist>Bob Dylan</cd:artist>
<cd:country>USA</cd:country>
<cd:company>Columbia</cd:company>
<cd:price>10.90</cd:price>
<cd:year>1985</cd:year>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
In the S-P-O form, subject and predicate were a resource, while the object
could be either a resource or a literal. Nevertheless, each resource element has a
URI assigned to them, giving them an identity on the Web. These are not the
only kind of triples present in RDF documents, RDF also supports resources that
do not have any Web identity - no assigned URI [15]. These resources are called
Blank nodes or bnodes. “There exists.” would be the most appropriate description
of what a bnode represents. How these resources are represented in RDF depends
on the serialization format.

3.1

RDF serialization

So far, RDF was described as a model that identifies and describes elements and
was visualized through graphs following the S-P-O form. For explaining and
understanding RDF and triples, graphs were the ideal form, but not for text and
documents. The text format, called a serialization is written in RDF/XML, Ntriples, N3, Turtle, JSON-LD or RDFa. These formats are required for publishing
and sharing.

3.1 RDF serialization

3.1.1
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RDF/XML is a W3C recommendation for textual representation that is using an
XML serialization of RDF [4], in other words an RDF document is presented as
an XML document. Since RDF/XML was the first format to be introduced by
W3C it is best known, widely used and often (mistakenly) called only RDF. An
example of an RDF/XML document is shown below (adapted from [3]):
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:ex="http://example.org/stuff/1.0/">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-syntax-grammar"
dc:title="RDF/XML Syntax Specification (Revised)">
<ex:editor>
<rdf:Description ex:fullName="Dave Beckett">
<ex:homePage rdf:resource="http://purl.org/net/dajobe/" />
</rdf:Description>
</ex:editor>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
The example has the root tag <rdf:RDF> that indicates that it is an RDF
document. Resources are defined as <rdf:Description> XML elements with an
<rdf:about> attribute that specifies its URI [4]. Properties of a subject are
given as child elements of the corresponding XML element. The <rdf:resource>
attribute is used to assign a given URI.

3.1.2

Turtle

Turtle (Terse RDF Triple Language), a W3C recommendation as well, is a textual
representations of an RDF graph and often considered a simplified version of
N3[4]. An example of a Turtle document is shown below (adapted from [27]):
@base <http://example.org/> .
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@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
rel: <http://www.perceive.net/schemas/relationship/> .

<green-goblin>
rel:enemyOf <#spiderman> ;
a foaf:Person ; # in the context of the Marvel universe
foaf:name "Green Goblin" .
<#spiderman>
rel:enemyOf <#green-goblin> ;
a foaf:Person ;
foaf:name "Spiderman", "Человек-паук"@ru .
In the Turtle format, a simple triple statement is a sequence of S-P-O, with
a dot (’.’) after each triple. If there are more predicates, they are separated by
a semicolon (’;’). In a list of objects, each element is separated by a comma (’,’)
from the previous. As a predicate, the complete URI corresponding to <rdf:type>
is reciprocal to a. Turtle supports blank nodes, they are expressed directly as
_:id followed by a blank node label. Otherwise, anonymously, all triples that
are subjects are being placed between square brackets (’[ ]’) [4].

3.1.3

N-triples

N-Triples are the most incomplex form of RDF serialization and are indeed a
line-based subset of Turtle, originally intended for writing test cases, but turned
out to be favored as an exchange format for RDF [28]. An example of a N-triples
document is shown below (adapted from [28]):
<http://one.example/subject1> <http://one.example/predicate1>
<http://one.example/object1> .
_:subject1 <http://an.example/predicate1> "object1" .
_:subject2 <http://an.example/predicate2> "object2" .

3.1 RDF serialization
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From the previous example it is visible that N-triples format does not support
abbreviations of URI (qnames), which makes this format the most complicated
to print [4]. Each triple statement is of the common form S-P-O and is separated
from the next statement by a dot (’.’). Blank nodes are handled in the same way
as in Turtle documents, using _:id followed by a blank node label.

3.1.4

N3

N3 (Notion 3) was proposed by Tim Berners-Lee as an accord between incomplex
N-triples and quite complex RDF/XML [4]. An example of a N3 document is
shown below (adapted from [29]):
<bbd:monsters1.htm> pstcn:bio <#monster1> .
<#monster1> pstcn.title "Tale of Two Monsters: Legends .
<#monster1> pstcn.description Part 1 of four-part series on
cryptozoology, legends, Nessie the Loch Ness Monster and the giant
squid" .
<#monster1> pstcn:creator "Shelley" Powers .
<#monster1> pstcn:created "1999-08-01T00:00:00-06:00" .
The form of N3 documents is very similar to N-triples, the S-P-O is used,
with different statements being separated with a dot (’.’). Even though N3 and
N-triples are similar, there are some essential differences in syntax. In N3, qnames
are allowed, which makes writing easier. New shortcuts are introduced, for example to join all subjects sharing an object and/or a predicate [4]. N3 format
allows blank nodes and presents them in the same way as in the N-triples format,
using _:id.
exstaff:85740
_:johnaddress
_:johnaddress
_:johnaddress
_:johnaddress

exterms:address _:johnaddress .
exterms:street "1501 Grant Avenue" .
exterms:city "Bedford" .
exterms:state "Massachusetts" .
exterms:Zip "01730" .
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CIM RDF data model

The CIM is used to software and manufacturer independently define common
semantics for power system resources, along with their attributes and relations
[30]. Starting from the CIM canonical model, by using appropriate tools, an
instance file can be generated conforming to a schema file. These instance files are
further used for publishing and exchanging. One type of instance file used for CIM
models is RDF. The RDF data model is drawn from Knowledge Representation,
its semantic, simple and general approach to information representation makes
it relatively easy to project onto other models, making RDF an attractive choice
[30]. In the case of CIM, the preferred serialization is RDF/XML. The CIM XML
language is an application of RDF to CIM, defined by three syntax specifications:
CIM, RDF schema (RDFS), and RDF [30]. Since RDF is at the basis of the
Semantic Web cake, it is common enough to represent UML. To explain CIM
RDF models more thoroughly, a real grid model was chosen and a small sample
of the data is shown below:
<rdf:RDF xmlns:cim="http://iec.ch/TC57/2010/CIM-schema-cim15#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<cim:PositionPoint rdf:ID="_5e9e62b1-1d34-11e3-bef9-18a905eb8bd0">
<cim:PositionPoint.xPosition>14.212000846862793
</cim:PositionPoint.xPosition>
<cim:PositionPoint.yPosition>46.304832458496094
</cim:PositionPoint.yPosition>
<cim:PositionPoint.Location
rdf:resource="#_5e9e62b0-1d34-11e3-bef9-18a905eb8bd0"/>
</cim:PositionPoint>
The sample shows an element of the Kropa network model called PositionPoint. The first line is common for all elements of the entire RDF/XML
defining the URIs and their qnames, making the document more user friendly.
The second line defines the element name (PositionPoint) and its ID. Both ID
and name are defined using the qnames cim and rdf, respectively, to shorten
the entry. The entire name would be "http://iec.ch/TC57/2010/CIM-schemacim15#PositionPoint" and entire ID would be "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-
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rdf-syntax-ns#_5e9e62b1-1d34-11e3-bef9-18a905eb8bd0 ", which is more difficult
to read for humans. The cim namespace is crucial for CIM RDF models and one of
the marks to always recognize a CIM RDF model. It is a standard namespace defined with URI cim: http://iec.ch/TC57/2010/CIM-schema-cim15#. The URI
may differ depending on the CIM version used. This namespace defines the
CIM schema version used in the model. The following two rows define properties of this element. PositionPoint has properties PositionPoint.xPosition =
14.212000846862793 and PositionPoint.yPosition = 46.304832458496094. The
last line is defining a relation to another element with the ID of the element given
as rdf:resource="#_5e9e62b0-1d34-11e3-bef9-18a905eb8bd0".
Figure 3.6 visualizes the PositionPoint RDF element in a graph form. The
subject is noted as a red circle, literal objects as green squares and resource
objects as green circles, according to the used colors in the RDF example. This
element contains the coordinates of substation ISKRA LIPNICA.

14.212000846862793
PositionPoint.xPosition

Position
Point

PositionPoint.Location

rdf:resource=
#_5e9e62b0
-1d34-11e3
-bef9-18a905
eb8bd0

PositionPoint.yPosition

46.304832458496094

Figure 3.6: PositionPoint element visualized as RDF graph

If a tag is followed by a literal value it means it is a property and the object
in this triple is a literal. If a tag has a resource ID it means it is a relation to
another element, with the object in this triple being a resource.
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The previous example showed how an element modelled following CIM ontology is presented in an RDF/XML document. To be able to fully read CIM
RDF/XML models it requires to be familiar with the CIM ontology, the way elements are related and how it is structured in a less expressive language than the
original UML. For example, if a user would like to find the coordinates of a substation in a power grid model, finding that particular element in the RDF/XML
document would not be enough. Even though some might expect that the ID and
location coordinates are given as properties of each element, it is not the case in
the CIM RDF model. The idea will be demonstrated for element Substation.
<cim:Substation rdf:ID="_b1dc9062-cdab-11e2-a265-18a905eb8bd0">
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>T201- RTP RADOVLJICA LR
</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>
<cim:PowerSystemResource.Location
rdf:resource="#_b1dcb770-cdab-11e2-a265-18a905eb8bd0"/>
<cim:Substation.Region
rdf:resource="#_733897a0-cc43-11e2-92b9-18a905eb8bd0"/>
</cim:Substation>
This element has only two properties, the ID and the name. The location is not given as a property but is accessed through a relation with
another element. The third and fourth tag are relations. The third tag
cim:PowerSystemResource.Location is the relation to element Location.
<cim:Location rdf:ID="_b1dcb770-cdab-11e2-a265-18a905eb8bd0">
<cim:IdentifiedObject.name>T201- RTP RADOVLJICALR
</cim:IdentifiedObject.name>
<cim:Location.CoordinateSystem
rdf:resource="#_b24752b0-cc43-11e2-92b9-18a905eb8bd0"/>
</cim:Location>
The location coordinates of substation T201- RTP RADOVLJICA LR are still
unknown. Location has an ID, name and a relation, but the coordinates, according to CIM ontology, are kept in the element PositionPoint. This element has a
relation to Location, but is not shown in any tags due to the relation orientation.
PositionPoint is the subject and Location the object in this relation. By using
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the ID of Location the triple with element PositionPoint can be found effortlessly.
<cim:PositionPoint rdf:ID="_b1dcb771-cdab-11e2-a265-18a905eb8bd0">
<cim:PositionPoint.xPosition>14.184528350830078
</cim:PositionPoint.xPosition>
<cim:PositionPoint.yPosition>46.341590881347656
</cim:PositionPoint.yPosition>
<cim:PositionPoint.Location
rdf:resource="#_b1dcb770-cdab-11e2-a265-18a905eb8bd0"/>
</cim:PositionPoint>
Finally, the coordinates of substation T201- RTP RADOVLJICA LR are found
and can be further used. Figure 3.7 shows the relation in graph format for
easier understanding. Elements Substation and PositionPoint are related through
element Location, with Location being an (resource) object for both triples. Since
Location is a resource object, it is colored both red and green. In these triples
Location is an object, but in other triples it can be a subject as well.

name

Substation

name

Location

x

Position
Point
y

Figure 3.7: The path from Substation to PositionPoint

Another, similar case is finding the coordinates for AC line segments. While
Substations are location points, AC lines are, as the name already suggests, lines
and cannot be described using only one position point. Each ACLineSegment
element has a set of PositionPoint elements as presented in Figure 3.8. The path
from ACLineSegment to PositionPoint is again led over element Location. The
graph is now more complex, in this example there are only three PositionPoints,
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in other cases the number of PositionPoints can be a lot bigger.

seq
Num

x

Position
Point
y

name

name

ACLine
Segment

Position
Point

Location
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y
seq
Num

Position
Point

seq
Num
x

y

Figure 3.8: The path from ACLineSegment to PositionPoint

CIM RDF models are standard RDF models structured following CIM ontology and using some non-standard namespaces such as cim. After being familiar
with both RDF and CIM, the analysis and processing of these models is a plain
task.

4 Storing grid data models in graph
databases

Databases in which data is stored and presented using a graph structure with
nodes and relations, are called graph databases [16]. In Chapter 3, RDF was
introduced and its structure described using directed graphs. A directed graph
was not chosen or appropriate by chance, it is due to RDF being indeed a graph
data model. But not only in regards to semantic models, when observing life
around us, a graphical structure is very common. From the animal world and the
food chain, roads and traffic to the online world and the internet, all could be
explained and visualized using graphs. Since graphs are so close and natural to
humans, the idea of having graph native databases arose. Before defining graph
databases, one has to be familiar with the term graph.
A graph is a mathematical structure of objects in which some pairs of objects
are connected by links [16]. A simple mathematical graph is shown in Figure 4.1.

Alice

Bob

friends with

studies

studies

Electrical
Engineering

Figure 4.1: A simple mathematical graph
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This graph has three nodes and three directed relations. The information received
from the graph is: Alice and Bob are friends and both study electrical engineering.
Each RDF triple can be presented using this exact form. Subjects, predicates
and objects can be mapped into nodes or relations without affecting the document
structure. Figure 4.2 introduces the example from Figure 4.1 as an RDF graph.

Bob
hasName

rdf:ID =
_2222

Alice
hasName

isFriendsWith

19

studies

rdf:ID =
_1111

20

isOld

isOld
studies

rdf:ID =
_3333

hasName

ElectricalEngineering

Figure 4.2: Graph representation of an RDF document

In Figure 4.2 subjects and objects are mapped into nodes, with objects that
are literals, such as 19 or Alice not being round, but square shaped nodes. All
predicates are mapped into relations. The nodes and relations have different
colors, subjects are red and objects are green. Some nodes, like Bob and Electrical
Engineering are in one triple a subject, in another triple an object, and are
therefore colored in both red and green.
RDF is, from the graph type, a simple mathematical graph, implementing
only nodes and relations. Nodes do not have properties, aside from the URI that
is identifying a certain node. For a node representing a person, such as Alice,
that persons name is not given as an attribute or property of this node, but as
a new relation to another node containing the persons name. That is a result of
the triple form, for example, element with URI _1111 is the subject, therefore
mapped into a node, hasName is a predicate, therefore mapped into a relation
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and Alice is a literal object, therefore mapped into a node. Another type of
graphs with a more compact approach to presenting data are labeled property
graphs.
Labeled property graphs (LPG) are an extension to the plain mathematical
graph and have, beside nodes and relations, labels and properties. Labels define
the role of a node in a certain domain, giving it a more precise meaning and define
constraints. One node can have several labels. Properties, on the other hand, are
key-value pairs that contain information about the node or relation. An example
of an LPG is presented in Figure 4.3.

:Person{
name:'Alice ',
age:'20'}

:FRIENDS_WITH

:Person{
name:'Bob',
age:'19'}

:STUDIES {since: '01.09.2019'}

:STUDIES {since: '01.09.2018'}

:Faculty{
name:'Electrical
Engineering'}

Figure 4.3: A labeled property graph
This graph is the extension of the mathematical graph in Figure 4.1. This
graph does not only tell about Alice and Bob being friends and studying electrical engineering, but also that Alice and Bob are from the domain Person and
Electrical Engineering is from the domain Faculty. By adding these two labels
and properties additional information is gained. Labeled property graphs are one
of the most popular types of graphs due to being intuitive and easy to read, while
giving the reader enough information at the same time. The mathematical graph
can be too simple, but the labeled property graph is perfect for visualizing most
use cases and as such a great foundation for graph databases. The characteristics
of a labeled property graph are [31]:
• Made out of nodes and relations;
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• Nodes contain properties (key-value pairs);
• Nodes have labels (one or more);
• Relations are named and directed;
• Relations can contain properties.
A database whose key concept is the graph structure and is used for semantic
queries with nodes, edges, and properties to represent and store data is called a
graph database.
Graph databases are schema-less, the structure will adapt to the needs of the
application, which offers more flexibility and easier validation [16]. Another useful
feature is the quick adjustment to changes. Adding new nodes, edges or relations
happens without having to go offline or changing other structures in the database.
When working with any database, the query execution time is crucial, in graph
databases the execution time is proportional to the number of nodes that have
been visited, not to the volume of data stored in it [16]. The biggest advantage
of graph databases over others, is that data, especially connected data, naturally
tend to graphs, rather than tables. The more connected data is, the easier it is
to present them using graphs. Not only data, humans tend to understand better
anything that is visualized as a graph.
On the other hand, relational databases exist for far longer than graph
databases and many companies are used to them and implement them successfully in their businesses. Tables are also readable to humans and often the best
choice to explain a matter, but not as flexible and relation-friendly as graphs.
While adding relations to graph databases is quite simple and can be done simultaneously when adding nodes, adding of relations in a relational database
occurs at the moment when tables are being joint. Primary and foreign key
constraints have to be chosen with care and editing of these elements can cause
issues, which does not make the work flexible. Relational databases struggle with
very connected data, which makes them less appealing for semantic models. The
visibility is very low as well, relations are "hidden" in relational databases and
not as obvious as in graph databases.
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Comparing these two types of databases might explain the motivation behind
abandoning the traditional approach with relational databases and trying a new,
modern and fresh approach with graph databases. An example of how Figure 4.3
would be represented using tables instead of graphs is shown in Figure 4.4.
Electrical Engineering
StudentID
20181533
20191578
Person
ID

Name

Age

20181533

Alice

20

20191578

Bob

19

Friend
FriendID_1 FriendID_2
20181533

20191578

20191578

20181533

Figure 4.4: Representation in a relational database

Three tables and their entries represent the nodes and relations from Figure
4.3. The table Student and the different columns represent the two nodes where
Alice and Bob are defined. The nodes in the simple example lack the IDs property,
in real cases a graph database has IDs or URIs (as RDF implements) to distinguish
among nodes and define uniqueness. In this example the IDs are important, as
they are the primary key and create relations between tables. These ID are
used to join tables and create the relations the previous graph has. The figure
does show light arrows, but only for explanation purposes, in reality, there is no
visible connection between tables, one has to follow the primary and foreign key
connections. If a user would like to delete Alice from the table of Person it would
result in an error. Her ID is a primary key and is used in other tables, all her
entries have to be erased from other tables first and then, at last, the entry where
the ID is a primary key. To conclude, relational databases are a good choice
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for storing discrete data or any data that fits into the tabular form, nowadays,
with the rising popularity of Semantic Web and semantic modelling, the need for
storing highly connected data is rising and graph databases are the solution.
There is more than only one type of graph database, even though all graph
databases are designed to use graph structures to represent and store data, certain classifications can be made. An important classification is by the storage
criterion. Like all DBMS (DataBase Management Systems), graph databases
have the concept of storage and query engines. Running queries and retrieving
and/or modifying data is in control of the query engine. The query engine allows access to the graph data model through Create, Read, Update, and Delete
(CRUD) operations, while storage handles how the data is stored physically and
how it is represented logically when retrieved [16]. By storage criterion, there are
two types of graph databases:
• Non-native graph storage
• Native graph storage
Graph databases with non-native graph storage use index lookup and make
conclusions about relations at runtime. These graph databases expose the query
engines to a lot more computational effort and therefore show significantly lower
performance. Graph databases with native graph storage do not use index lookup,
these rely on index-free adjacency [16]. Every node in a graph has knowledge
about all its outgoing relations and each relation knows its terminal nodes. At
runtime, neighboring nodes can be identified by looking at the relations of the
current node, no index lookup is necessary. The query engine is investing less
computational effort, resulting in a performance increase.
Graph databases are schema-less, but there are still different types of graph
databases to allow better performance with certain data models. Classification
based on the data model [32]:
• Property graph
• Hypergraph

4.1 Neo4j graph database
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• RDF Triplestore
Property graph databases have data organized in nodes, relations, and properties, as the name suggests the base data model is a labeled property graph. A
well known example of such a database is Neo4j. Hypergraph graph databases
have a graph data model in which a relation (hyperedge) can connect any number of given nodes. Data that include a large number of many-to-many relations
are best modeled using hypergraphs. An example of such a database is HyperGraphDB. An RDF Triplestore stores semantic data as RDF graphs, using the
triple structure (S-P-O). By using RDFs as the base data model, triplestores are
built for ontologies, which is something other graph databases do not have. An
example of such a database is GraphDB.
Beside the three graph databases mentioned above, there are many more solutions available on the market, but the two standing out are Neo4j and GraphDB.
Both are open source NoSQL graph databases, yet there are many differences
making them the best choice for certain use cases.

4.1

Neo4j graph database

Neo4j is an open source, NoSQL, native graph database with the base model
being a property graph [33] and is developed by Neo4j, Inc. This means that
Neo4j has index-free adjacency and the data is stored using nodes, relations and
properties, just as visualized to the user. Development began in 2003, but is
publicly available since 2007 and has now both a Community Edition and an
Enterprise Edition.
Neo4j satisfies the four ACID properties [16]:
• Atomicity - a failure of a transaction does not have an impact on the state
of the database;
• Consistency - any change to the database does not damage data;
• Isolation - data altered by a transaction is isolated from other transactions
until commitment;
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• Durability - results of a committed transaction can always be retrieved.
Neo4j is not just a database, it offers data visualization, querying, a browser
interface, local desktop application and plugins to extend the already present
functions. An important feature is the Neo4j browser, its an online browser
interface, accessible using the proper URL, e.g. http://ip_address:7474 or
bolt://ip_address:7687, to query and view the data in the database. As visible from the URLs, Neo4j is using port 7474 for http and 7687 for bolt protocol.
Neo4j browser offers basic visualization capabilities using Cypher query language
[33].
The labeled property graph from Figure 4.3 can be stored in Neo4j as seen in
Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Alice and Bob example in Neo4j

Neo4j is a native, property graph database, fully based on a generic graph
structure, not an ontology, which means that the data is stored as visualized. In
Figure 4.5, Alice and Bob are red nodes with the label Person, while Electrical
Engineering is a green node with the label Faculty. Relations are gray and have
labels FRIENDS_WITH and STUDIES. This graph contains three nodes and
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three relations. Properties are not shown in the graph, they are accessed through
pressing on the desired node/relation, which is presented in Figure 4.6.

(b) Relation properties
(a) Node properties

Figure 4.6: Properties display in Neo4j

After selecting node Alice in Figure 4.6a the properties appear showing the label
of the node, in this case Person, its id which is given by Neo4j, age and name.
The properties and labels are displayed in alphabetical order. In Figure 4.6b the
relation STUDIES was selected. Again, the label is displayed together with the
id and since property.
Beside the browser access to the database, Neo4j is very developer friendly, it
officially supports the drivers for .Net, Java, JavaScript, Go, and Python for the
binary bolt protocol [33]. Different libraries offer a variety of solutions to interact
with the database. For Java, Neo4j supports both Maven and Gradle and has
many libraries defined to facilitate the users work. Some of the most commonly
used are Neo4j-OGM (Object Graph Mapper) and Spring Data Neo4j. Other
plugins such as neosemantics (n10s) enable the use of RDF, OWL, RDFS and
others in Neo4j [33].
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4.1.1

Cypher querying language

The example in Figure 4.5 was created using the Neo4j query language called
Cypher. Cypher is a simple, expressive, comparable to SQL, query language that
performs CRUD operations in Neo4j. Since Cypher is similar to SQL, the transition from relational databases to graph databases is smoother for developers.
Cypher is a declarative language, not a procedural language. This means that it
is a high-level type of language, where the developer does not successively lead
the application towards the result, but only instructs the application on what
needs to be done [34]. Cypher, like most querying languages, is constructed of
clauses. Clauses can be classified into groups based on their function [33]:
• Reading clauses - used to read from database;
• Projecting clauses - define which expressions to return in the result;
• Reading sub-clauses - define sub-clauses that operate as part of reading
clauses;
• Writing clauses - used for writing data to the database;
• Reading/Writing clauses - used for both reading and writing data from and
to the database;
• Importing data clauses - used for importing a dataset such as csv;
• ...
Some of the most commonly used clauses are:
• MATCH clause is a reading clause and is used to specify the patterns for
searching the database.
• RETURN is a projecting clause and is used to define what to include in
the query result set.
• WHERE is a reading sub-clause and is used in combination with MATCH
as a filter for result.
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• ORDER BY is a reading sub-clause and is used after RETURN defining
that the output should be sorted.
• CREATE is a writing clause and is used to create nodes and relationships.
• DELETE is a writing clause and is used to delete nodes, relationships
and/or paths.
• MERGE is a reading/writing clause that validates if a pattern exists in
the graph. If it is present it behaves as a MATCH clause, if not, it behaves
as a CREATE clause.
How Cypher is used for reading/writing from/to the Neo4j graph database
will be explained using the Alice and Bob example from Figure 4.5. Since the
graph database was empty, the first step is creating some nodes. Nodes can be
created query by query or using joint queries. The query to create one node, for
example Electrical Engineering is:
CREATE (faculty:Faculty{name:"Electrical Engineering"})
RETURN faculty

Figure 4.7: Result of creating one node

This query uses the CREATE and RETURN clause. The first row creates a node
with label Faculty and a property name that has a value assigned, in this case
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Electrical Engineering. RETURN is used to display the created node after query
execution, the result is presented in Figure 4.7. Nodes Alice and Bob can be
created in one query:
CREATE (p1:Person{name:"Alice", age:"20"}),
(p2:Person{name:"Bob", age:"19"})

Figure 4.8: Result of creating two nodes

In this query two nodes were created and no RETURN clause was used. RETURN
is not obligatory in combination with CREATE. Neo4j does automatically return
some information, such as in this example where the notice to the user is that
the query was successful and two nodes, labels and properties were added to
the database. Nodes alone do not provide enough information, that is why relations are added to the database. The relations between Alice, Bob and Electrical
Engineering are created using the following queries:
MATCH (source:Person{name:"Alice"}), (destination:Person{name:"Bob"})
CREATE (source)-[:FRIENDS_WITH]->(destination)
MATCH (source:Person{name:"Alice"}), (destination:Faculty{name:"Electrical
Engineering"})
CREATE (source)-[:STUDIES{since:"01.09.2018"}]->(destination)
MATCH (source:Person{name:"Bob"}), (destination:Faculty{name:"Electrical
Engineering"})
CREATE (source)-[:STUDIES{since:"01.09.2019"}]->(destination)
Figure 4.9 visualizes the first Cypher query. Using the MATCH clause, two
nodes are found in the database fulfilling the stated request. The nodes need to
have a label Person and property name Alice and Bob for each node respectively.
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The found nodes are then forwarded to the CREATE clause to add a new relation
between them to the database.
Neo4j database

Find two nodes with
label Person and name
Alice and name Bob

MATCH

CREATE
Create new relation
between these nodes

Alice

FRIENDS_WITH

Bob

Figure 4.9: Cypher query graph

The graph database contains now all the information for the Alice and Bob example - three nodes and three relations with the appropriate properties. After
writing to the database, users can read from it. For reading from the database, the
MATCH clause is the most important. To retrieve everything from the database
the following query is used:
MATCH (n)
RETURN n
To return only one node, for example Bob, the query is formed like:
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MATCH (n:Person{name:"Bob"})
RETURN n
To return a relation or a path, which is basically two or more relations, the
following query form is used:
MATCH (p1:Person{name:"Alice"})-[]->(p2:Person{name:"Bob"})
RETURN p1,p2
The basics of using the Cypher query language were presented using a simple
example, more complex and frequently encountered situations are presented in
chapter 5. Cypher is a powerful query language, very intuitive and SQL-like and
probably one of the reasons why Neo4j is the number 1 graph database and 20th
database in the overall ranking of DB-Engines [35].

4.2

GraphDB graph database

GraphDB is an open-source, NoSQL, multi-model database developed by Ontotext [36]. Multi-model means that GraphDB is both a graph database and an
RDF store, also known as triplestore. GraphDB is a native RDF database, which
is why it is often said that GraphDB is a database for storing knowledge graphs.
Important features are dynamic indexing, various search technologies, document
stores and text mining [36]. GraphDB is built specifically for ontologies, this
results in more and precise tools for ontology manipulation and very efficient
processing [37].
The Ontotext Platform extends GraphDB with a variety of additional capabilities such as visualization and connectors to third-party environments [36].
GraphDB is available as GraphDB Enterprise, GraphDB Standard and GraphDB
Free. All versions provide a workbench interface to manage repositories, data,
and etc. GraphDB uses port 7200 for workbench access. In the workbench different visualization approaches are available. The user can explore the data model
with options such as graph overview, class hierarchy, class relationships, visual
graph and similarity or use SPARQL to read/write data.
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The labeled property graph from Figure 4.3 can be stored in GraphDB and
is visualized as seen in Figure 4.10a. Properties are not shown in the graph, they
are accessed through pressing on the desired node/relation, which is presented in
Figure 4.10b. Node Alice has two properties - age and name.

(a) Graph visualization
(b) Properties display in GraphDB

Figure 4.10: Alice and Bob example in GraphDB

This graph does not have properties defined for relation STUDIES, due to limitations of RDF. RDF* (RDF star) offers additional features to RDF, but is still
under consideration by the W3C and has not yet been officially accepted as a
standard.
The example in Figure 4.10 was created by traversing from the property graph
to the RDF graph. The insertion of data was realized by creating triples using
the GraphDB querying language - SPARQL.

4.2.1

SPARQL querying language

RDF is a directed, labeled graph data format and as such has its own querying
language called SPARQL. SPARQL, which stands for SPARQL Protocol and
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RDF Query Language, was designed and standardized by W3C, initially meant
to be used only for querying Web data (RDF), but made its way to be seen as
a standard language for querying ontologies [38]. SPARQL can be used to query
data from different sources, no matter if the data is stored natively as RDF or
just viewed as RDF via middleware [39].
SPARQL syntax is very similar to SQL, some of the keywords are used in the
same way, which makes SPARQL easy to use and understand to SQL developers
and users. Most commonly used keywords are:
• SELECT is used for reading and consists of two parts - a list of selected
variables and a question pattern defined using WHERE.
• WHERE indicates the selection pattern for reading and is used in combination with other keywords such as SELECT or INSERT.
• INSERT is an update query used for inserting triples into the database.
• OPTIONAL is used to match patterns that may exist only for some nodes.
• ORDER BY is used to have the results ordered based on a condition, for
example ascending (asc) or descending (desc).
• FILTER is used to filter the results by using different operators such as
comparison (=, !=, <, <=, >, >=), logical (&&, ||, !) or mathematical
operators (+, -, /, *).
• DELETE is used to delete certain data.
• LIMIT is used to limit the output.
• PREFIX is used to define qnames, making the queries easier to read and
write.
The best and easiest way to explain SPARQL syntax is using an example.
All the following queries will be used on the example presented in Figure 4.10.
The data was inserted into GraphDB database using the SPARQL query shown
below:
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PREFIX exmp: <http://aliceandbobexample#>
INSERT DATA
{
exmp:Alice exmp:age
20;
exmp:name
"Alice";
exmp:FRIENDS_WITH exmp:Bob;
exmp:STUDIES
exmp:ElectricalEngineering.
exmp:Bob
exmp:age
19;
exmp:name
"Bob";
exmp:STUDIES
exmp:ElectricalEngineering.
}

Figure 4.11: Graphs tabular overview

Figure 4.11 shows how the tabular representation of data in GraphDB. The syntax of SPARQL looks a lot like RDF Turtle format, presented in chapter 3.1.2.
The keyword PREFIX defines the URI <http://aliceandbobexample#> as qname
exmp, simplifying the queries. The keyword INSERT DATA is used to insert the
queries defined in brackets {}. SPARQL syntax is based on triples. Each line
in the INSERT DATA brackets is a triple. In the first line, the subject is Alice,
the predicate is age and the object, in this case a literal, is 20. Writing several
triples referring to the same subject can be done by writing only predicate and
object and semicolon (";") after each object. Triples are separated using a dot
("."). After successful writing, reading can be performed using SPARQL:
PREFIX exmp:

<http://aliceandbobexample#>
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SELECT ?name ?age
WHERE{
exmp:Alice exmp:name ?name ;
exmp:age ?age .
}
This query allows a user to read the name and age of Alice. The graph of this
query is presented in Figure 4.12. Keyword SELECT and WHERE are used.
SELECT is followed by the variables the user is interested in. These are written
using a question mark and the variable name such as ?name. Inside WHERE are
the triples with unknown variables to define the selection pattern. In this case,
GraphDB returns the results "Alice" and "20".

SELECT
Search name and
age in the database

?name

?age

WHERE subject = exmp:Alice
Retrieve name and age
from those triples with
subject exmp:Alice

age

name

20

Alice

Figure 4.12: SPARQL query graph
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For returning everything stored in the database the following query is used:
SELECT * WHERE {
?s ?p ?o .
} LIMIT 100
The star (*) refers to all available variables and the triple is written to be generic.
LIMIT was added to limit the output to 100 results. This example is a small
database with under 100 elements, but in case of large models, this might be a
useful feature.
SPARQL is used to query ontologies, which makes it robust and easier to
execute. By relying on SPARQL, GraphDB performs better than other databases
when working with RDF. GraphDB is ranked 8th in the graph database ranking,
5th place in RDF store and 124th in overall database ranking [35].

4.3

Storing CIM ontology in a labeled property graph
database

Different elements of power systems are presented as classes and their characteristics as class attributes. UML offers a hierarchical structure, five types of relations
and multiplicity details and visualization of the system. These and many more
details have made CIM an efficient, refined and non-redundant model for presenting power systems data. A graph, on the other hand, has a lot less to offer
compared to UML. The structure is rather plain and simplified. The challenge
lies in mapping the very detailed CIM UML model into a graph database, without losing important information. Graph databases such as Neo4j do not support
ontologies, which is why it is important to know how to write/read a CIM model
to/from such a database.
The mapping of CIM UML model elements to a graph database is summarized
in Table 4.1. Labels play a key role in storing, searching and retrieving data.
They provide the means for graph databases to reach the level of description
UML has. As presented in Table 4.1, UML classes are mapped into nodes, while
their names and parent names, are given as labels. Class attributes are node
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properties, having in mind that parent attributes have to be shown in each child
node, the inheritance is not explicit as in UML. Graph databases implement only
one type of relation - directed association shown as links between nodes. Other
UML relations are defined by using labels and properties on relations.
Table 4.1: Mapping of CIM UML elements into a graph database [7]
CIM UML
Labeled property graph database
Classes
Nodes (vertices) with labels as class names
Attributes
Properties of a node
Inheritance
Name of parent class is added to the child class as a label
Parent attributes All parent attributes have to be added to the child class
Other relations
Links (edges) between nodes

IdentifiedObject
ACDCTerminal
aliasName: string_value
description: string_value
mRID: string_value
name: string_value
.
connected: true/ false
sequenceNumber:
integer_value

Inherited
attributes

Measurement
Terminal

IdentifiedObject
Measurement
aliasName: string_value
description: string_value
mRID: string_value
name: string_value
.
.
x
measuementType: true/ false
phases: phasecode_value
unitMultiplier: unitMultiplier_value
unitSymbol: unitSymbol_value

(a) UML model
(b) Graph model

Figure 4.13: CIM UML to graph database mapping example

Class
attributes
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A simple example from TC57 CIM UML is presented in Figure 4.13a. Classes
ACDCTerminal and Measurement both inherit from IdentifiedObject and have
and undirected association, role names are Terminal and Measurements with
multiplicity 0..1 and 0..*, respectively. How this simple UML model would look
like in a graph database is presented in Figure 4.13b. The UML model has
three classes, the graph has only two nodes. The smaller, upper node is class
ACDCTerminal and the larger, lower node is class Measurement. The parent
class is not mapped directly, each class has a label (upper black dotted square
on both nodes) with the parent name in it and its attributes are present as node
properties for each child class (a red square highlights the inherited attributes).
Apart from the upper label showing the parent, each node has one more label
showing the name of the class it presents. The attributes from these classes are
also mapped into node properties (a blue square highlights the class attributes).
To complete the mapping, relations have to be added to the graph. Since the
association was undirected in the UML model, two links between the nodes are
created for the graph.

4.3.1

Advantages and disadvantages of storing CIM models in graph
databases

With CIM having a connected-data structure, the idea of storing it in a graph
database was rather intuitive. The main advantage, the one that made graph
databases attractive to CIM and power engineering in general, is fast data retrieval, efficient storing and processing of data [7]. Graph databases allow dynamic behavior resulting in more flexibility. Graph databases are able to store
large amounts of data without performance degradation.
Despite the many advantages of graph databases, not all CIM semantics can
be directly mapped. CIM implements special data types, for example ApparentPower. Graph databases offer a limited set of data types - Integer, Float, Boolean,
String and temporal types. When mapping into a graph database, these types
will be transformed into one from the set, depending on the value. CIM defines
five types of relations, while graphs have only links/edges that resemble directed
associations. In UML, relations have names and multiplicity as well, but graphs
only implement names for links. One solution for the other features of links could
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be using an object-graph mapping adapter and implementing them manually in
code, but not all graph databases have this option. As presented in table 4.1,
labels are used to display parent and child class names. When reading the graph,
confusion might occur, usually, by default, there is no difference between the
labels and they are shown in alphabetical order, not in hierarchical order.

5 Database performance analysis for CIM
ontology

The practical research of this thesis is performing the same use-case on the same
dataset in two completely different graph databases. Neo4j with the labeled
property graph base model, and GraphDB with the RDF base model. Both
databases are able to import, store and retrieve the given CIM instance file,
execute the use case and get to the exact same result. The matter of interest is
which database performs better and which database could be recommended as
CIM friendly, when the instance file is RDF with an RDF/XML serialization.
Before presenting the obtained results, a short review of how the dataset was
imported and the use case executed is given for both databases.

5.1

Data import

Data import is very dependent on the type of data. In this case the data model
is an RDF with CIM ontology and RDF/XML serialization. This means that
the RDF document is presented as an XML document. The import ways are
performed for each database separately.

5.1.1

Importing data to Neo4j

Neo4j is a native graph database with a property graph as base model. Neo4j
does not support ontologies, as such it does not support RDF and SPARQL by
65
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default. There are two approaches to import the CIM RDF model into Neo4j:
• Using the plugin Neosemantics (n10s) that enables the use of RDF in Neo4j.
• Writing a CIM-ontology based adapter using Neo4j driver and Apache Jena
API for Java that maps triples (S-P-O) into nodes, properties and relations.

5.1.1.1

Neosemantics plugin

The Neosemantics plugin expands Neo4j possibilities to RDF import and export
without losing any triples. Both RDF and the labeled property graph are graphs
but with significant differences. Neosemantics is trying to overcome these by
extending some features of the basic Neo4j. Figure 5.1 shows how an RDF is
imported into the database using the plugin. It is a very simple procedure,
assuming the plugin was successfully added to the database, a CALL Cypher
query, as explained in Section 4.1.1, is being executed to import the RDF file.
An RDF can be imported either from a remote address using http or locally using
file path. An example of the procedure importing a locally stored file is presented
in Figure 5.1. The query has the path to the file directory and the serialization
type. Neosemantics supports all RDF serializations, in this case RDF/XML is
used.
CALL n10s.rdf.import.fetch("file:///User/Myfiles/Kropa.rdf","RDF/XML")

CIM RDF

Neosemantics plugin

CALL procedure

Neo4j database

Figure 5.1: Data import into Neo4j database using Neosemantics plugin
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5.1 Data import

5.1.1.2

CIM-ontology based adapter

There is no real control over the import when using the Neosemantics plugin, the
labels and the mapping are defined and executed by the plugin. In cases where the
import and mapping ways have to be specified in a certain way, an own solution
can be developed. We created a so-called CIM-ontology based adapter following
the guidelines of storing CIM in a labeled property graphs presented in Section
4.3. Figure 5.2 shows the procedure how to import an RDF into Neo4j without
using the Neosemantics plugin.

CIM RDF
Read RDF to
obtain all triples

For each triple
get its subject,
predicate and
object (S,P,O)

Yes

isLiteral(O)

No

Apache Jena

Create node

Create path

Neo4j driver

Neo4j database

Figure 5.2: Data import into Neo4j database without using Neosemantics plugin
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We used Java object-oriented programming language and two APIs. The Neo4j
Java driver API for working with nodes and relations and the Apache Jena API
for working with triples. Apache Jena is used to perform three tasks: read the
RDF to extract all triples, get the subject, predicate and object for each triple
and analyze the object to determine if it is or is not a literal. The third step is
crucial and has to be performed correctly to have the true representation of the
RDF graph as a labeled property graph. The Neo4j driver API is used to create
nodes and relations based on the triples. All subjects are mapped into nodes in
the graph with the URI property of each node being the subject URI. Objects
are mapped differently, sometimes into nodes, sometimes into node properties
depending on their type.
Figure 5.3a shows the mapping procedure in case the object is a literal.
RDF triple

RDF triple

SUBJECT

PREDICATE

OBJECT
=
LITERAL

SUBJECT

PREDICATE

OBJECT
=
RESOURCE

mapping

mapping

:Resource
{uri:subject,
predicate:
object}

:Resource
{uri:subject}

:predicate

:Resource
{uri:object}

Neo4j

(a) The object is a literal

Neo4j

(b) The object is a resource

Figure 5.3: RDF triple to Neo4j mapping procedure

If the object is a literal it has a concrete value. In this case a new node will
be created with two properties. The first is URI with assigned value being the
subject ID and the second is a property with the name being the predicate and
the assigned value is the object. Figure 5.3b shows the mapping procedure in
case the object is not a literal. If the object is a resource it has a resource ID
(URI). In this case a new relation and, if a node with this URI does not exist,
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a new node are created. The relation label is the predicate and the URI of the
new node is the object URI. This procedure is repeated until all triples in the
RDF/XML document are mapped into the labeled property graph.

5.1.2

Importing data to GraphDB

GraphDB is a multi-model database, meaning it is both a graph database and
an RDF store (or triplestore). GraphDB is taking the best of both worlds. This
database supports ontology and is RDF and SPARQL native, but offers graph
overview and manipulation at the same time. For importing an RDF document into GraphDB no extensions or code developing is necessary, the GraphDB
workbench offers repository creations and RDF import from a local or remote
destination.
Figure 5.4 shows the repository and import option in the GraphDB workbench.

Figure 5.4: Data import into GraphDB database using the workbench

5.2

Distribution grid topology visualization use case

After successfully importing the CIM RDF model into each database, a use case,
called Distribution grid topology visualization, was performed that demonstrates
reading from the database. The use case is performed in all databases and consists of analyzing the power grid model and finding all AC line segments and
substations. For the obtained data a KML was generated to visually present the
model in Google Earth. The use case was developed in Eclipse IDE using Java
programming language and corresponding APIs. Figure 5.5 shows a simplified
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scheme of the execution steps of our use case. We firstly imported the model into
each database, using the appropriate queries we obtained all AC line segments
and substations, generated a KML and imported it into Google Earth for visualizing the grid. This scheme is generic, for all databases, the following sections
will present how the use case is being performed for each database separately.

import

CIM RDF

Database

retrieve

All substations

All AC line segments

write to

import to Google Earth

KML

Figure 5.5: Simplified scheme of use case execution steps

To know how to read the model from the database, one has to be familiar with
how the model is structured. In this case, the user has to be familiar with CIM
ontology and RDF syntax. Queries to perform a use case for each database are
written in accordance to the CIM ontology. The query language is adapting to
the model, not the other way around. For both substations and AC line segments
we had three things of interest:
• The element name;
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• The element ID;
• The element location.

5.2.1

Use case performance with Neo4j

The use case is performed using the appropriate clauses, as presented in Section
4.1.1. Both the Neosemantics plugin and our own solution, the CIM-ontology
based adapter, are using Cypher for querying the model. Even though Neosemantics enables Neo4j to work with RDF, SPARQL is not supported. After
importing RDF into the Neo4j graph database it is treated as a normal labeled
property graph. Since there is no difference in the reading queries for these two
approaches, Neosemantics and our own solution will be analyzed as one in this
section.
The Neo4j Java driver API [40] is crucial to perform any use case. Interfaces
such as Session, Result, Driver or Record are used to interact with the database,
execute queries and access execution results. After establishing a connection to
the database, queries can be performed. We began by retrieving all substations
from the database. We retrieve the names, to be able to display them in the
KML and the coordinates of each substation. The Cypher query is shown below:
MATCH p=(pp:PositionPoint)-[]->(loc:Location)<-[]-(sub:Substation)
RETURN pp.‘PositionPoint.xPosition‘ as x, pp.‘PositionPoint.yPosition‘
as y, sub.‘IdentifiedObject.name‘ as name
Two clauses are used for reading, MATCH to define the searching pattern and
RETURN to define the data of interest. The execution of this query returns all
the names and x and y coordinates. AC line segments request more than one
query to retrieve name and location. The first query to be executed is used to
retrieve the names and URIs.
MATCH (acls:ACLineSegment)
RETURN acls.‘IdentifiedObject.name‘ as name, acls.uri as URI
The second query is for finding all position points and is run for each ACLi-
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neSegment element. The example below is for finding the location of AC line
segment ODSEK K0035 TP KROPA - TP VODIŠKA.
MATCH p=(pp:PositionPoint)-[]->(loc:Location)<-[]-(acls:ACLineSegment)
WHERE acls.‘IdentifiedObject.name‘= "ODSEK K0035 TP KROPA - TP
VODIŠKA"
RETURN pp.‘PositionPoint.xPosition‘ as x, pp.‘PositionPoint.yPosition‘
as y ORDER BY toInteger(acls.‘PositionPoint.sequenceNumber‘)
This query, aside from MATCH and RETURN, uses two more clauses - WHERE
and ORDER BY. WHERE is used as a filter to define one specific AC line segment
whose location we are asking for, here the name was used, another good habit is
using the URI, since the used instance file is an RDF document. ORDER BY is
used to order the results by the sequence number of each position point. A Neo4j
function called toInteger is used to convert the sequence number from string type
to integer type, without this conversion, the sequence numbers would be ordered
by their ASCII representation, not numerical value as desired. Sequence number
ordering is important to have all position points in the right order in the KML. For
KML generation we wrote a function createKML(ACLineSegments, Substations)
that takes all retrieved AC line segments and substations and generates a KML
file. Figure 5.6 shows the Kropa gird model in Google Earth using our generated
KML.

Figure 5.6: Kropa grid model in Google Earth (Neo4j)
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SPARQL gives GraphDB a significant advantage, since it is able to retrieve and
manipulate data stored as RDF without any prior transformations or mapping.
The RDF4J API [41] was used to programmatically work with the GraphDB
repository our model is stored in. Interfaces such as Statement, Resource, Triple,
TupleQuery or TupleQueryResult are used to interact with the database, execute
queries and access execution results. First we established a connection to the
database and then started running queries. Similar to Neo4j, the aim of the first
query is to retrieve substation information.
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX cim: <http://iec.ch/TC57/2010/CIM-schema-cim15#>
SELECT ?id ?name ?loc ?pp ?x ?y
WHERE
{
?id rdf:type cim:Substation .
?id cim:IdentifiedObject.name ?name .
?id cim:PowerSystemResource.Location ?loc .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.Location ?loc .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.xPosition ?x .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.yPosition ?y
}
SPARQL is already working in the triple form, which makes it a lot easier for
the developer to write queries for reading an RDF document. The first two lines
define qnames for the full URIs to simplify the query. The first triple has an
unknown subject, the substation id. All other triples will be in related to the
element with this id. There is no need to search for the Location element to
find the position point, writing in triple format is a lot more elegant and less
complicated.
Figure 5.7 is a visual representation of the first query. The variables following
the SELECT clause are unknown and are being searched for using this SPARQL
query. The object cim:Substation is known in advance. All subjects are colored
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red, objects are colored green and the predicates are on the relation arrows.

?name

?y
?x
cim:PositionPoint.yPosition

cim:IdentifiedObject.name

cim:PositionPoint.xPosition

cim:Substation
rdf:type

?id

?pp

cim:PositionPoint.Location
cim:PowerSystemResource.Location

?loc

Figure 5.7: SPARQL query graph to retrieve all substation information

The second query is used to retrieve names of all AC line segments.
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX cim: <http://iec.ch/TC57/2010/CIM-schema-cim15#>
SELECT ?id ?name
WHERE
{
?id rdf:type cim:ACLineSegment .
?id cim:IdentifiedObject.name ?name"
}
Now that names of all AC line segments are available, position points for each
AC line segment can be searched using the third SPARQL query.
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX cim: <http://iec.ch/TC57/2010/CIM-schema-cim15#>
SELECT ?name ?loc ?pp ?x ?y ?seq
WHERE
{
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<_56ef0870-1ba0-11e3-9cf7-18a905eb8bd0> rdf:type
cim:ACLineSegment .
<_56ef0870-1ba0-11e3-9cf7-18a905eb8bd0>
cim:IdentifiedObject.name ?name .
<_56ef0870-1ba0-11e3-9cf7-18a905eb8bd0>
cim:PowerSystemResource.Location ?loc .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.Location ?loc .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.xPosition ?x .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.yPosition ?y .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.sequenceNumber ?seq
}
This query is run for each ACLineSegment element in the model. The example
above is for finding the location of AC line segment ODSEK K0035 TP KROPA
- TP VODIŠKA with ID _56ef0870-1ba0-11e3-9cf7-18a905eb8bd0.
Figure 5.8 shows the KML Google Earth representation generated using the
data stored in GraphDB.

Figure 5.8: Kropa grid model in Google Earth (GraphDB)

KML generation was done using our createKML(ACLineSegments, Substations)
function with the difference to Neo4j being the ordering by sequence number.
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Unlike to Cypher, SPARQL does not offer a toInteger function and can only
order by the given variable datatype, which is not desirable in this case. The
ordering had to be done programmatically using Java.

5.3

Database performance
GraphDB

analysis

for

Neo4j

and

The database performance analysis for Neo4j and GraphDB is performed taking
different KPIs into consideration, based on various sources, and the frequency of
their occurrence in database comparison studies. Some KPIs are focusing on the
general features of each database, that are non use-case related, such as:
• Database ranking - Database ranking might be a deciding factor in the
choice of a database. Both Neo4j and GraphDB are ranked quite high,
with Neo4j taking the 1st place, and GraphDB the 8th place in the overall
graph database ranking [35].
• Language support - Language support is a very important performance
indicator. Neo4j supports only Cypher, while GraphDB supports SPARQL.
Both languages are similar to SQL and are effective in the scope of their
work inside each database. SPARQL does have an important advantage, it
is standardized and SPARQL adapters exist for many things, while Cypher
can only be used with Neo4j.
• Graph structure - Graph structure refers to the base models of each
database. Neo4j is using the labeled property graph (LPG), while GraphDB
uses the RDF graph as its base model. Both LPG and RDF are graphs,
with some important differences. The RDF graph is simpler, since no relation properties are possible. This can result in a more complex graph, with
more relations and more nodes, for modelling the same information.
• Visualization - Visualization options are a useful feature and often requested. Both Neo4j and RDF offer tabular and graph visualization.
• Cost - Neo4j and GraphDB offer open-source and enterprise versions of their
databases.
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The listed KPIs are all important and a deciding factor in different cases, but
the main key performance indicator for database comparison and testing is query
execution time. Figure 5.9 shows the frequency of usage of each mentioned KPI in
different studies with query execution or processing time being the most frequent
performance indicator [17, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
Graph structure
16.7%
Query processing time
33.3%
Database ranking
8.3%

Cost
8.3%

Language support
16.7%

Visualization
16.7%

Figure 5.9: Usage statistic of KPIs for graph database testing

5.3.1

Query execution time analysis

The query execution time is a crucial factor when choosing the proper database.
A too slow execution of a query impacts the whole system that depends on the
retrieved data and, furthermore, the users satisfaction with the database. The
needed time to execute a writing or reading query can be influenced in many
ways. The querying language used, the way the query was written, the searching method, the model size and etc. In scope of the practical research of this
thesis, various queries were executed. The most complex one was the retrieval
of ACLineSegment locations, and this query is used to compare the performance
of Neo4j and GraphDB. At the same time, Cypher and SPARQL, index-free and
index look-up methods and LPG and RDF are set side by side.
Two datasets were analyzed, the Kropa grid model and the EL grid model.
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The characteristics of both models are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Datasets characteristics
Kropa model
Number of triples
15 906
Number of nodes
3 110
Number of relations
5 036
Size
1.29 MB

EL model
34 803 242
5 996 667
10 421 049
2.65 GB

The analysis of both the smaller and larger model was concluded in a structured manner, with three approaches:
• Querying the original dataset, as given, using an iterative procedure;
• Optimizing the dataset first and then querying it using an iterative procedure;
• Querying the dataset using one, extensive query.
The Kropa example was executed on a personal computer, due to the size of the
EL model the personal computer was not efficient enough, that is why we used
a remote server to execute this example. The characteristics of both are given in
Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: PC and server characteristics
PC

CPU

Memory (RAM)
Operating System

Intel NUC 10i7FNH Full
server
AMD E2-7110 APU with 10th Generation Intel Core
AMD Radeon R2 Graphics i7-10710U, Base CPU Fre1.8 GHz
quency 1.1 GHz, Turbo
Boost 4.6 GHz Turbo
8GB
32GB DDR4 Memory
Microsoft Windows 10
Ubuntu
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Iterative procedure on the original dataset

Our first approach was using an iterative procedure to query the original, unmodified dataset to find all ACLineSegment elements, their names and location coordinates. It is an iterative procedure, because the same query is executed many
times, depending on the number of ACLineSegment elements the dataset contains. For Neo4j the queries are in Cypher language, for GraphDB in SPARQL.
The procedure is explained using pseudocode. The presented pseudocode is only
focused on the queries, the original code has more operations performed inside
the for loop, to handle the retrieved information.
Cypher
MATCH (acls:ACLineSegment)
RETURN acls.‘IdentifiedObject.name‘ as name, acls.uri as URI
for each ACLineSegment retrieved by the first query do
MATCH p=(pp:PositionPoint)-[]->(loc:Location)<-[]-(acls:ACLineSegment)
WHERE acls.‘IdentifiedObject.name‘= name
RETURN pp.‘PositionPoint.xPosition‘ as x,
pp.‘PositionPoint.yPosition‘ as y
ORDER BY toInteger(acls.‘PositionPoint.sequenceNumber‘)
SPARQL
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX cim: <http://iec.ch/TC57/2010/CIM-schema-cim15#>
SELECT ?id ?name
WHERE
{
?id rdf:type cim:ACLineSegment .
?id cim:IdentifiedObject.name ?name"
}
for each ACLineSegment retrieved by the first query do
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX cim: <http://iec.ch/TC57/2010/CIM-schema-cim15#>
SELECT ?name ?loc ?pp ?x ?y ?seq
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WHERE
{
<?id> rdf:type cim:ACLineSegment .
<?id> cim:IdentifiedObject.name ?name .
<?id> cim:PowerSystemResource.Location ?loc .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.Location ?loc .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.xPosition ?x .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.yPosition ?y .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.sequenceNumber ?seq
}
Figure 5.10 shows the query execution time in dependence of the query sequence number for the Neo4j database. The first query has the longest query
execution time (31.402 ms), while the shortest execution time is measured at
the last few queries (1.572 ms). For Neo4j it is clear that the query execution
time is declining as the query is executed more and more. That is a result of
the searching method Neo4j relies on. Neo4j is navigational, which means it uses
index free adjacency. The first reading takes more time, because the whole graph
is scanned to find the requested node/path, every subsequent node is searched
for by searching through the neighbours of the visited nodes.

Figure 5.10: Neo4j query execution time graph using iterative procedure on the
original Kropa dataset
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Figure 5.11 shows the query execution time in dependence of the query sequence number for the GraphDB database.

Figure 5.11: GraphDB query execution time graph using iterative procedure on
the original Kropa dataset

GraphDB uses indexes to search the database. Compared to Figure 5.10,
Figure 5.11 does not show a pattern, due to not following the same philosophy
to find the requested node/path. The longest query execution time (0.1051 ms)
was measured for the 32nd query and the shortest query execution time (0.0252
ms) was measured for the 46th query. There are some peaks, but the performance
results are better, as presented in Table 5.3.
Index lookup and index free adjacency are searching methods whose performance depends on how well connected the data model is and what the query does.
While writing has shown better performance for index free adjacency databases,
index lookup databases outperform with reading.
Table 5.3: Performance results for the Kropa model
Neo4j GraphDB
Min time [ms]
1.572
0.0252
Max time [ms] 31.402
0.1051
Mean time [ms] 4.789
0.0314
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The Kropa grid model is quite small, to be confident about GraphDB performing better, we repeated the comparison on a large model. EL grid model
has 325094 ACLineSegment elements, which means the for loop will be executed
325094 times.
Neo4j has the same behaviour as with the smaller model. The first query
took the longest, every subsequent query was executed faster with some peaks.
GraphDB has random peaks and no pattern, but the performance results are now
significantly different, as presented in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Performance results for the EL model

Min time [ms]
Max time [ms]
Mean time [ms]
Use case execution time

Neo4j
0.03153
121.7454
0.25082
10.1433 h

GraphDB
0.000063
0.022118
0.0001574
5.9634 min

GraphDB has performed significantly better on the large model. The use case
was executed a lot faster using GraphDB and SPARQL, than Neo4j and Cypher.
Due to the enormous gap between the use case execution times and overall performance comparison between these two databases, we decided to optimize the
dataset first, then the query syntax.

5.3.1.2

Iterative procedure on the optimized dataset

Optimizing the dataset was primarily done to enhance the performance of Neo4j.
Neo4j is a LPG database and as such is not RDF nor SPARQL native. The
LPG is very different from the RDF graph in its structure. In some ways, LPG
is more advanced and sophisticated than RDF, which makes the mapping more
complicated. There are modelling choices that are fine in RDF, but considered
anti-patterns when modelling an LPG [47]. Our models were imported into Neo4j
without prior, additional adaptation of the RDF model to the LPG form. This
resulted in a more complex graph in the database than necessary. Neo4j offers
statistical insight into the stored graph using the following query:
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MATCH (n)
WITH n, size((n)-[]-()) AS degree
RETURN AVG(degree), MAX(degree), MIN(degree),
percentileCont(degree,.99) as ‘percent.99‘,
percentileCont(degree,.9999)as ‘percent.9999‘,
percentileCont(degree,.99999)as ‘percent.99999‘;
The output of the given query is presented in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Metrics on the imported dataset

The query returns the avgerage, min, max and percentiles degree of the nodes
in the graph [47]. The average number of relations a graph has in the EL dataset
is 3.576, the maximal number is 753563, and the minimal number is 0. The
average number is adequate, but the maximal number indicates that there are
some very dense nodes in this dataset. The zero means there are nodes that are
not connected to any other node and are a burden to our searching method. By
running the following query, we can obtain information on the number of the
so-called orphan nodes.
MATCH (n) WHERE NOT (n)–()
RETURN count(n)
Both Kropa and EL grid models have orphan nodes, nodes without any relations, in their LPG. Kropa has 2 which is 0.064% of the entire model, EL has
169251 orphan nodes which is 2.822% of the entire model.
A use case relevant optimization is the modelling way of ACLineSegment
elements. The obtained model contains ACLineSegment elements without any
location information. These only burden the search, since the query is searching
the database for something that is not present. Figure 5.13 shows the query
execution time for the Kropa model with and without optimization.
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Figure 5.13: Neo4j query execution time with and without optimization of the
dataset
The Kropa model has 11 ACLineSegment elements without location information,
the EL model has 55866 ACLineSegment elements without location information.
This is 13.75% (Kropa model) and 17.185% (EL model) of all ACLineSegment
elements in each dataset. By avoiding these excessive information through remodelling queries or removing data from the database, Neo4j performance can
be enhanced. The query execution time of the first query has dropped significantly, there are fewer elements to look for which reduces overall execution time.
Table 5.5 shows the comparison of Neo4j results for the original dataset and the
optimized dataset, as well as GraphDB results for the original dataset.
Table 5.5: Performance results for the Kropa model with optimization
Neo4j (original)
Min time [ms]
1.572
Max time [ms]
31.402
Mean time [ms]
4.789
Overall execution time [ms]
308.7538

Neo4j (optimized)
1.681
13.095
3.396
234.3566

GraphDB
0.0252
0.1051
0.0314
2.5138

Even tough Neo4j does have increased performance now, it still does not
outperform GraphDB. The results are similar for EL model as well. With the
optimization, overall execution time of our use case drops to 9.542 hours, which
is still too long compared to the 6 min GraphDB takes. Another approach is
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rewriting the queries to avoid executing the searching query in a for loop, instead
we obtain all results using one query and proceed to analyze them using Java
tools.

5.3.1.3

One extensive query procedure

The iterative query execution approach is very time consuming. GraphDB does
seem to have an excellent execution time, but only compared to Neo4j, it still
lasts to long to satisfy system and user expectations. We decided to abandon the
iterative approach and rewrite the searching query for both databases.
In the iterative procedure, two queries were used to find all ACLineSegment
elements and their locations. The first query was used to retrieve the name and
URI of each element. The second query was used to find location coordinates
and was rerun in a for loop for as many elements as there are in the model.
Now, one query is executed only once to retrieve all information regarding
ACLineSegment elements. The new Neo4j Cypher query is shown below.
MATCH (pp:PositionPoint)-[]->(loc:Location)<-[]-(acls:ACLineSegment)
WITH acls.uri as uri, acls.‘IdentifiedObject.name‘ as name, pp
ORDER BY uri, toInteger(pp.‘PositionPoint.sequenceNumber‘)
RETURN uri, name, COLLECT( x: pp.‘PositionPoint.xPosition‘, y:
pp.‘PositionPoint.yPosition‘) as points
The pattern for searching the database is the path from ACLineSegment to PositionPoint. This way all ACLineSegment elements that do not have defined
locations will not be taken into consideration. The WITH clause allows query
parts to be chained together [33]. The clause that makes the important difference
is COLLECT. COLLECT gathers values into a list, making it very simple to go
through the results in Java later on, instead of running a query in a loop.
The same changes were made to our SPARQL queries. We do not want to
use an iterative approach, but obtain all information with one query. The new
GraphDB SPARQL query is shown below.
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PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX cim: <http://iec.ch/TC57/2010/CIM-schema-cim15#>
SELECT DISTINCT (GROUP_CONCAT(?x; SEPARATOR="/") AS
?x_loc)(GROUP_CONCAT(?y; SEPARATOR="/") AS ?y_loc)
(GROUP_CONCAT(?seq; SEPARATOR="/") AS ?seq_num) ?name
WHERE
{
?id rdf:type cim:ACLineSegment .
?id cim:IdentifiedObject.name ?name .
?id cim:PowerSystemResource.Location ?loc .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.Location ?loc .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.xPosition ?x .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.yPosition ?y .
?pp cim:PositionPoint.sequenceNumber ?seq
}GROUP BY ?name
In Cypher the clause COLLECT is used to gather values into a list, in
SPARQL aggregate functions are used such as GROUP_CONCAT in combination with GROUP BY. GROUP_CONCAT concatenates all elements, additionally, DISTINCT is used to eliminate duplicate results. In this query, using
GROUP_CONCAT, we define the labels of interest and a separator, because the
results are retrieved as a string. GROUP BY defines the main label to group the
results by, in our case it is the name of each ACLineSegment.
After having both databases configured to work in the same way, using one
query, only once, the performance can be compared. The performance test was
performed on the larger, EL grid model, since the results for this model varied
extremely. Table 5.6 shows the results of Neo4j and GraphDB query execution
time using one extensive query.

Table 5.6: Performance results for the EL model with one query

Query execution time [ms]
Use case execution time [s]

Neo4j
320.3436
20.3433

GraphDB
0.007436
21.7652
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The performance results for both databases have improved incredibly, especially for Neo4j. Neo4j needed at first around 11 hours to execute the use case,
after optimizing the model the time dropped to 9.5 hours, but the most significant
result was achieved by rewriting the query. The use case execution time is now
only around 20 s. GraphDB has solid results throughout the entire research, but
the query alteration lowered the query execution time to 7436 ns from 6 minutes.
Even tough Neo4j has a longer query execution time, it does execute our use
case slightly faster. It is a result of Cypher being a bit more expressive at times.
SPARQL returns all results in a string, which reduces query time, but increases
the overall execution time, since each string has to be parsed in code to get the
values. SPARQL does not offer sorting with conversion to integer, which causes
additional code writing. Cypher does both the parsing and sorting in the scope
of the query.
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6 Conclusion

This master thesis addressed the problem of data interoperability in the evolved,
more complex and digitalized power grid called smart grid. More entities in
communication leads to generation of more data and poses a challenge to maintain
a fully interoperable, software independent and open system.
Starting from the type of data exchanged in power grids, understanding semantics in general and semantic modelling to the basics of the Common Information Model (CIM) a proper foundation was set to understand the problem power
engineering faces and to be able to proceed in finding a solution.
Data modelling, storing an retrieval are not an unknown challenge for ICT
and techniques from this field are adapted and applied in smart grids. RDF was
selected as the instance file to exchange information due to its semantic structure
and graph format. Two different datasets written as RDF/XML, following CIM
ontology, describing two real-life power grids were stored in two graph databases.
A labeled property graph database (Neo4j) and a triplestore graph database
(GraphDB) were selected to perform a use case and analyze their performance.
The use case had several steps including storage of an RDF file in the database,
retrieval of data from the database using the appropriate querying language and
presenting a part of the grid visually.
The two databases successfully executed the use case for each data set (smaller
and bigger) achieving the same end result. Both GraphDB and Neo4j satisfied
the requirements and met the expectations with their own pros and cons. While
Neo4js querying language Cypher was at times more expressive and therefore
needed fewer coding by the user, it was not native to RDF and treated it as a
89
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labeled property graph. For some cases this can ask for additional optimization
of the dataset, which is not always simple or allowed. GraphDB is RDF and
SPARQL native making querying very simple and intuitive. Both RDF and
SPARQL are standardized, which is an important feature to some. SPARQL has
fewer options than Cypher, causing more coding work for some use cases.
For the selected use case in this master thesis, both databases had almost an
equal query execution time for the large dataset and proved themselves adequate
for storing grid data based on CIM and written as RDF/XML.
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